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Abstract of Thesis
BEDROCK GEOLOGY AND TECTONIC EVOLUTION OF THE WESTERN
CENTRAL MAINE ZONE, SOUTH CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS
Bedrock geology of the East Brookfield quadrangle (EBQ), based on new
1:24000 scale mapping, consists of an interfolded sequence of Rangeley Fm. and Paxton
Fm. metasediments, intruded by Early Mississippian tonalitic to granitic orthogneisses
and underlain in the western half by folded orthogneisses of unknown age. Pervasive
flattening strains have created planar, generally NNE-SSW striking and consistent
moderately west dipping foliations. Generally strike-parallel stretching lineations and
boudinage structures, with rarer dip parallel stretching lineations, reflect extrusion of
CMZ metasediments and orthogneisses with a flattening component. Mapping in the
EBQ demonstrates that a transition between deformational mechanisms of the southern
Central Maine Zone is located there. Evidence for previously mapped faults was not
observed during mapping. Alternatively, map scale folds terminating in the East
Brookfield quadrangle likely accommodated the across-strike shortening and repetition of
lithologic units of the CMZ during Acadian orogenesis. Aeromagnetic patterns and
outcrop data approximate a map scale, east-verging and west-dipping, shallowly northplunging isoclinal fold consisting of interlayered mafic and felsic gneisses. Constrictional
and flattening strains documented in the deformation features of the East Brookfield
quadrangle suggest that it is located on/near the eastern margin of the zone of
transpression approximated by the Bronson Hill gneiss domes. Outcrop- to meter-scale
folds with hinge axes sub-parallel to parallel with regional lineations suggest
constrictional deformation in a transpressional regime. Deformation features associated
with map-scale folding, extrusion/extension, and flattening of CMZ lithologies in the
East Brookfield quadrangle support a regime of transpressional deformation caused by
oblique convergence of Avalonian terrane with Laurentia. U-Pb ages and outcrop
structural relationships suggest that regional flattening and folding was syn- to lateorogenic in nature and Carboniferous or younger in age. All previous structural fabrics
are transposed by late regional flattening. Lithologies of the East Brookfield quadrangle
exemplify the nature of the Acadian granulite-facies high, displaying a peak metamorphic
assemblage of Crd + Grt + Sil + Kfs that has undergone retrograde reactions to produce
Bt + Sil. Retrograde metamorphism and deformation occurred during strike-parallel
extrusion of CMZ lithologies. Retrograde minerals define kinematic/shear sense
indicators that record an overall top to the NNE or ENE asymmetry on vertical faces and
dextral west side north on horizontal surfaces. Progressive deformation of CMZ
lithologies through transpressional mechanisms is proposed as an alternative to the
sequential development of Acadian deformational features in three separate stages.
KEYWORDS: New England, Central Main Zone, structure, East Brookfield,
transpression, metamorphism
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The tectonic evolution of the Appalachian orogen in southern New England has been the
focus of research efforts for over half a century (Thompson et al. 1968; Robinson and
Tucker 1981; Hall and Robinson 1982; Thomson 1992; Peterson and Robinson 1993;
Tucker et al. 2001, Massey and Moecher, 2008 a,b; O’Brien, 2009; Massey, 2010).
Acadian orogenesis is hypothesized as a major factor in the deformational regimes of
southern New England and particularly those in south-central Massachusetts. Acadian
regional deformation in New England, as characterized by Hall and Robinson (1982),
involved the collision of multiple terranes during convergence. Hall and Robinson (1982)
delineate five regional tectonic zones (I through V) across New England, each being
characterized by an accreted terrane with meta-sedimentary cover sequences and unique
deformational histories (Fig. 1.1). Zones of regional deformation are typically
characterized to support tectonic models on the scale of an entire orogen or multiple
orogens (Goodwin and Tikoff, 2002). Regional tectonics dictates the style and
configuration of deformation based on the lithologic contrasts of the rocks composing the
terrane (Goodwin and Tikoff, 2002).
Across-strike shortening of lithologies within the New England Appalachians
(Fig. 1.2) is evidence of convergent tectonics (Robinson et al., 1998). Within the outline
of Hall and Robinson’s (1982) delineation of tectonic zones in the New England
Appalachians, the characteristics and history of Zone III have remained a point of debate
since the first field studies by Emerson in the early part of the 19th century. In particular,
a series of ductile thrust faults (Fig. 1) in the Central Maine Zone, outlined by Peper and
Pease (1976) east of the Bronson Hill Terrane – Central Maine Zone boundary (O’Brien,
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2009), are cited as direct evidence for the three-stage deformation model for Acadian
orogenesis by Hall and Robinson (1982). Tucker et al. (2001) similarly cite the
midcrustal delamination of crystalline basement rock that was thrust west and
subsequently back-folded to the east during Acadian orogenesis. Rodgers’ (1981)
hypothesis on the formation of the faults invoked a west-dipping subduction zone and
accompanying formation of an accretionary wedge on the insular shore of Laurentia. The
nature of formation and kinematics of these faults is clearly a point of debate.
Furthermore, it is not well constrained where the faults supposedly terminate to the
northeast in south-central Massachusetts. However, their presence on the geologic
quadrangles of Peper (1975) and Pease (1976) bear heavily on the interpretation of style
and presence of deformational features within the CMZ rocks east of the Bronson Hill
Zone – Central Maine Zone boundary. Stretching lineations composed of aligned
sillimanite needles with shallow plunges and bearing SSW or NNE are common within
meta-sedimentary units of the CMZ and can provide information on the presence,
distribution, and timing of deformation during orogenesis (Peterson and Robinson, 1993).
Sillimanite stretching lineations observed by Seiders (1976), Berry (1989), Peterson and
Robinson (1993), O’Brien (2009), and Massey (2010) in CMZ meta-sediments, as well as
the BHZ-CMZ boundary/Conant Brook Shear Zone all lend support to a model of crustal
extrusion caused by dextral transpression during Acadian orogenesis (Massey and
Moecher, 2008a).
The purpose of this thesis is to (1) demonstrate that the kinematics of the
proposed ductile faults and the effect of oblique collision of Avalon terrane with the
CMZ and probable deformation mechanisms during Acadian orogenesis are more
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accurately described as E-W flattened and folded, SSW-NNE elongated, west-dipping
Silurian meta-sedimentary sequences and Mississippian granodioritic/granitic
orthogneisses formed by convergence of CMZ and BHZ terranes as evidenced by
deformation features and kinematic indicators at multiple scales; (2) provide additional
testing of the application of Hall and Robinson’s (1982) three stage Alpine deformation
model (Fig. 3.2); (3) provide evidence for mechanisms of transpressional deformation
outside of the Bronson Hill Zone within the CMZ; (4) show that the three stage model
may not apply to this portion of the Appalachian orogen as effectively as an oblique
dextral collision between the Bronson Hill Zone, intervening “medial New England”, and
the outboard Avalon terrane. Dextral transpression, as proposed by Massey and Moecher
(2008a) and supported by O’Brien (2009), is hypothesized to be the cardinal cause of
regional deformation in southern CMZ rocks based on recent 1:24000 scale mapping and
kinematic analysis of lithologies of the East Brookfield quadrangle of south central
Massachusetts.
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Figure 1.1 Lithotectonic subdivisions of the southern New England Appalachians
(modified from Hall and Robinson (1982)). I – Manhattan-Williamstown Zone, II –
Greenwich -Rowe Zone, III – Haddam-Warwick Zone, IV – Milford-Nashoba Zone,
V – Dedham Zone.
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Figure 1.2 Fig. 1: (A) Regional map of New
England states and terranes; (B) Expanded
view of central Massachusetts and
Connecticut with Palmer (P), Wales (Wa),
Warren (W), Winchendon (Wi), and East
Brookfield (EB) quadrangles outlined. Yellow
box outlines region of proposed ductile
thrusts of Hall and Robinson (1982) and
Peper and Pease (1975). Figure A illustrates
how across-strike shortening is more severe
within the southern New England
Appalachians compared to northern New
England. Deformed CMZ equivalents of rocks
in NH and ME have been flattened
perpendicular to strike by ~78% in MA.

Figure 1.2
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CHAPTER II. GEOLOGIC SETTING
A. New England Appalachians
The Appalachian orogenic system has been classified and divided differently
multiple times since study of the mountain range began in the early 19th century.
Assembly of the terranes that comprise the entire Appalachians occurred over the course
of three orogenic pulses: Taconic, Acadian, and Alleghanian (Rodgers, 1970). The
orogenic system is also divided into northern and southern zones with the New York
Promontory serving as the dividing line (Hibbard et al., 2007). The Appalachians in New
England are also divided into several SW-NE trending tectonostratigraphic zones
assembled over the course of the Paleozoic (Solar and Brown, 2001; Hibbard et al. 2007).
Hibbard et al. (2007) divide the New England Appalachians into orogen-parallel zones
based on their pre-Silurian crustal affinities (Fig. 2). Assembly of the Appalachians are
the result of alternating “rift and drift” events on the Iapetan ocean margin followed by
accretion of exotic terranes (Hibbard et al., 2007). Multiple hypotheses exist on the
timing and sequence of collision and closure of inter-plate ocean basins (Bird and Dewey,
1970; Hall and Robinson, 1982; Bradley, 1983; Wintsch and Sutter, 1986; Ferrill and
Thomas, 1988; Tucker and Robinson, 1990; Karabinos et al., 1998; Solar and Brown,
2001; Tucker et al., 2001; Moench and Aleinikoff, 2002; Hibbard et al. 2007, Massey and
Moecher, 2008a) that developed as new data accumulated and plate tectonic models have
evolved.
Hibbard et al. (2007) proposed that earlier docking of rifted-off fragments of
Laurentian crust during the Taconic and later accretion of the Gander terrane was
followed by an oblique collision of Avalon with then “medial New England.” The
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Gander terrane, or “medial New England”, which was accreted to Laurentia during the
Taconic orogeny is thought of as an exotic terrane to Laurentia until the end of the middle
Ordovician when it finished docking (Robinson et al. 1998). As Avalon docked with
Gander it caused significant across-strike shortening of lithologies in southern New
England and the highest-grade assemblage of metamorphic minerals in the entire
northern portion of the Appalachian orogen (Hibbard et al., 2007). The collision of
composite Avalon terranes (part of Gondwana) with amalgamated Laurentia is thought to
have been the prime cause for the Acadian orogeny (Moench and Aleinikoff, 2002).
Many of the metamorphic and deformational features of the Acadian orogenic episodes in
southern New England have been subsequently overprinted by later deformation
(Massey, 2010).

1. Central Maine-Bronson Hill boundary zone
The Bronson Hill - Central Maine boundary zone is a major structural feature of
the New England Appalachians located on the western edge of the CMZ (Fig. 1). The
Bronson Hill Zone is composed of Ordovician granodioritic to tonalitic gneiss domes of
plutonic origin mantled by Ordovician to Devonian metavolcanic and metasedimentary
cover sequences all intruded by Devonian to Carboniferous plutons all subsequently
deformed during progressive Devonian to Carboniferous tectonism (Tucker and
Robinson, 1990). The plutonic protoliths of the gneiss domes are thought to have been
created above a west-dipping subduction zone that brought the Ammonoosuc and
Partridge volcanics onto Laurentia as allochthonous parts of the post-Taconic Laurentian
crust (Tucker and Robinson, 1990). During subsequent oblique docking of Avalon crust,
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the gneiss domes were highly deformed and extruded along strike of the orogen in a
transpressional strain regime (Massey and Moecher, 2008a).
Evidence of the strain experienced by the rocks of the Bronson Hill Terrane are
highlighted in features such as the Conant Brook Shear Zone (CBSZ) (Peterson and
Robinson, 1993) and the Mount Dumplin High Strain Zone (Massey and Moecher, 2008
a,b). Deformation in these two zones of high strain is an expression of mid-crustal
extrusion of the Monson orthogneiss along the length of the Bronson Hill Zone in
northern Connecticut and central Massachusetts (Peterson and Robinson, 1993; Massey
and Moecher, 2008a). At the border of Massachusetts and New Hampshire in the
Winchendon quadrangle, O’Brien (2009) similarly documents a zone of high strain that
represents the boundary between the CMZ and the BHZ and is a continuation of
Peterson’s (1992) Conant Brook Shear Zone (CBSZ). Along this boundary are
deformational asymmetries that suggest the continuation of dextral transpressional
deformation along strike of lithologies in the Palmer quadrangle.

B. The CMZ in south-central Massachusetts and Northern Connecticut
The metasedimentary cover sequence of southern Massachusetts and northern
Connecticut is described as being a continuation of conformable units in southern and
western Maine (Berry, 1989; Hatch et al., 1983). The continuation of these units from
Maine and southern New Hampshire southward to central Massachusetts supports the
hypothesis of a tectonic hinge within the CMZ (Robinson and Goldsmith, 1991).
However, Rodgers’ (1981) hypothesis of an accretionary wedge is not well supported due
to a lack of evidence for such a structure; e.g. paired metamorphic belts. Within the
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southern portion of the CMZ lie the highest grade Acadian metamorphic rocks.
Metapelitic paragneisses at granulite facies are defined by Kfsp + Grt + Sil + Crd and
mafic orthogneisses by Opx + Cpx in (Robinson et al., 1998). Metamorphic minerals
defining this zone are proposed to be Neo-Acadian in age (~ 355 Ma) (Robinson et al.,
1998).
The East Brookfield quadrangle is located in the southern portion of the CMZ,
which spans from southern Connecticut, USA to southern New Brunswick, Canada. The
most conspicuous map scale feature of the East Brookfield quadrangle is the group of
proposed NNE trending thrust faults that project from northern Connecticut and terminate
in southern Massachusetts. These faults, mapped by Peper et al. (1975), bear heavily on
the interpretation of Hall and Robinson (1982), whose proposed deformational sequence
and processes in southern New England have been a point of debate since their inception.
The faults trend E-W at their southernmost extent, then turn northeastward, and terminate
in southern Massachusetts. This pack of thrust faults is bounded to the east by the
Merrimack and Nashoba Zones and to the west by the gneiss domes of the Bronson Hill
Zone.
Metamorphic isograds of Thomson et al. (1992) in southern New England
delineate six primary zones defined by the occurrence of metamorphic mineral
assemblages. Such mineral assemblages are indicative of specific pressure and
temperature regimes in southern New England. In south-central Massachusetts, Thomson
et al. (1992) document the highest grade Barrovian mineral assemblages in the northern
Appalachians (Zone VI = Grt + Crd + Sil + Kfsp). Structurally aligned granulite-facies
minerals in pelitic paragneisses (Sil + Kfsp) and tonalitic orthogneisses in the CMZ of
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southern Massachusetts document along strike extrusion and orogen normal shortening
accommodated by flattening parallel to the orogen front along-strike (Peterson and
Robinson, 1993; Massey and Moecher, 2008a). Shortening and along strike extrusion
features of highest-grade Acadian deformation are ubiquitous at the scale of the state
geologic map of Massachusetts. The assembled terranes of south central New England
show a marked across-strike shortening compared to those of northern New England, i.e.
units in southern Massachusetts compared to those in southern and western Maine
(Hibbard et al. 2006).

Figure 2.0 Tectonic map of the northern Appalachian orogen (modified from
Hibbard et al., 2006).
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CHAPTER III. PREVIOUS WORK
A. Introduction
The most recent mapping in south-central Massachusetts was completed in
portions of the Warren, Wales, Southbridge, and Westford quadrangles (Fig. 3.1) by
Berry (1989). Berry remapped portions of the quadrangles previously mapped by
U.S.G.S. workers (Pomeroy, 1977; Seiders, 1976; Moore, 1978; Peper and Pease, 1975).
This work was an attempt to create a cohesive stratigraphy in the Brimfield-Sturbridge
area and unify the two differing stratigraphic interpretations of the Central Maine Zone
meta-sedimentary cover sequence (Fig. 3.1) on the 1983 state geologic map of
Massachusetts (Zen et al., 1983) and the 1985 state geologic map of Connecticut
(Rodgers, 1985).

B. South-central Massachusetts/ Acadian Metamorphic High
1. Berry (1989, 2003)
Berry (1989) mapped SSW-NNE trending belts of grey feldspathic gneiss of
which he proposes multiple varieties in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area. The belts are
interpreted to be a structural repetition of the original stratigraphy with the (inferred)
Ordovician “Lead Mine Pond gneiss” as the basal layer in a now overturned sequence.
This interpretation relies implicitly upon the Three Stage Alpine Model of Hall and
Robinson (1982) (Fig. 3.2). The primary intent of this work was to document a highly
detailed stratigraphy within the basin that developed between the converging assemblage
of composite Avalon and Laurentia, or what is interpreted to be Osberg et al. (1989)
“medial New England”. The most prominent structural feature of Berry’s interpretation
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of the Brimfield-Sturbridge area are thrust faults that trend SSW-NNE through the entire
map area. The faults continue through the Southbridge quadrangle and are depicted as
terminating in the East Brookfield quadrangle (Zen et al. 1983). Berry’s effort to map
contiguous stratigraphy between Massachusetts and Connecticut resulted in replacing
Connecticut-based nomenclature (Rodgers, 1985) in favor of those proposed by USGS
workers (Peper and Pease, 1975; Seiders, 1976; Pomeroy, 1977; Moore, 1978) who had
previously mapped the quads containing the Brimfield schist. Certain Massachusettsbased naming schemes were altered or removed as well in favor of a simplified
interpretation of meta-sedimentary units. The result is a sequence of originally westdirected, east-dipping, but now overturned and west-dipping thrust fault repeated
detachment sheets with proposed Ordovician gneiss as the basal detachment layer,
unconformably overlain by Silurian Rangeley Fm. (Srs), Smalls Falls Fm. (Ssf), Madrid
Fm. (Sm), and Paxton Fm. (Sp). Together, this sequence is locally intruded by tonalites
of inferred (but undated) Devonian age, granitic gneisses, pegmatites of multiple varieties
and ages, and Jurassic diabase dikes. Zones of mylonitic rocks are also mapped in the
southern portion of the Brimfield-Sturbridge area. These are interpreted to have protoliths
of tonalite and local Rangeley Fm. (Berry, 1989).
Berry (2003) addresses an important issue with the current Massachusetts state
bedrock map, specifically the incompatibility of the present structural interpretation of
the Oakham Anticline (Zen et al., 1983) with that of Hall and Robinson’s (1982)
proposed region of overturned west-directed nappe-stage thrust faults. A new
interpretation on the nature of the Oakham Anticline is suggested here by Berry based on
the input of several other mapping efforts. By telescoping proposed fault contacts
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observed in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area northward to the East Brookfield and North
Brookfield quadrangles a revised version of the stratigraphy surrounding the Oakham
Anticline (i.e., a foliation arch), is proposed. A new map interpretation of the Oakham
locality shows that Berry has incorporated three major thrust faults to accommodate the
new stratigraphy, resulting in a klippe map pattern where the Oakham foliation arch was
developed in the Paxton Fm. This interpretation remains to be verified and will be
discussed further in the section on Map Patterns and the main Discussion of this thesis.

2. Robinson (2003)
Another topic relevant to this thesis is the description of the tholeiitic
Ammonoosuc and calc-alkaline Partridge volcanics and intrusives that were mapped by
Robinson and Schumacher (Robinson, 2003), and described geochemically by Hollocher
(1993) and Hollocher et al. (2002). Along-strike correlations of the metasedimentary
members of the two units (Ammonoosuc and Partridge) are proposed to have less
deformed equivalents that are traceable into Maine with preserved (Ordovician)
Caradocian graptolites (Hatch et al., 1983; Robinson, 2003; Moench and Aleinikoff,
2002). However, the volcanoclastic sequences of Partridge Fm. mapped by Zen et al.
(1983) project only as far north as the East Brookfield quadrangle. Zen et al. (1983)
depict units of the Partridge Fm. within the East Brookfield quadrangle which are
designated as Opbg (biotite gneiss), Opv (mafic and felsic schist of volcanic derivation
with calc-silicate granofels), Opvs (biotite gneiss of volcanic derivation, minor
amphibolites and sulfidic schist), and Opsg (layered felsic gneiss and schist). These units,
specifically the Opbg/Opv and Opvs, are interpreted as being parts of the basal unit of
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Berry’s (1989) Lead Mine Pond gneiss in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area and bear heavily
on the interpretation of Hall and Robinson’s (1982) three stage model. Further discussion
and implications for the validity of the three stage model will be addressed in the
discussion section.
The Partridge Fm. is mapped as the succeeding layer to the Ammonoosuc igneous
sequence by Zen et al., (1983). Robinson (2003) describes it as being a unit comprised of
metamorphosed black shales, now high-grade pelitic schists and gneisses, and calcalkaline volcanoclastic deposits, now interlayered mafic and felsic gneisses with
amphibolite pods and lenses. The volcanogenic portions of the Partridge are noted for
their similarity to the Lower and Upper members of the Ammonoosuc Fm. as noted by
Hollocher (1993) as both are composed of interbedded mafic and felsic volcanic ejecta
and clastics. Correlation of the Rangeley Fm. southward into Massachusetts by Hatch et
al. (1983) and Berry (1989) strengthened the distinction between Silurian Rangeley Fm.
and Ordovician Partridge Fm. pelitic paragneisses.
The CMZ is described by Robinson (2003) as a continuous regional sequence of
coarse-grained clastic and pelitic sedimentary rocks that were deposited east of the
proposed Acadian tectonic hinge of Hatch et al. (1983) in either an extensional trough or
as part of continental slope rise deposits of post-Taconian North America. Of major
relevance to this study is the basal unit of the CMZ, the Rangeley Fm., which Robinson
has correlated with fossiliferous strata in central and eastern Maine. Robinson (2003)
described a detailed stratigraphy for the CMZ including the Perry Mountain,
Francestown, Parkman Hill, Smalls Falls, and Paxton Formations that stretch from
coastal Connecticut to northern Maine.
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Previous interpretations of deformational events in central Massachusetts have
relied on Hall and Robinson’s (1982) application of Alpine tectonics to observed
structures and distribution of lithologies in southern New England. Subsequently, the
hypothesis has been modified by the application of geochronologic control on igneous
and metamorphic complexes within the region. Robinson (2003) presents a
reinterpretation of the original hypothesis and assigns names to each stage in the model,
asserting that each was responsible for specific structural features and deformation and
that a singular Acadian orogenic event was not responsible for subsequent deformation.
The current interpretation calls for specific features such as the E-W lineations and southplunging folds with N-S directed lineations of meta-sedimentary and igneous rocks east
of the Bronson Hill Anticlinorium to have formed directly as a result of Robinson’s
(2003) Quabogian backfold Stage (proposed age of 369-362 Ma; Thomson et al., 1992)
and “Northfieldian” dome stage (305-285 Ma; Tucker et al., 1998). A component of right
lateral shear is proposed to have developed during the “Northfieldian” stage of
deformation (Robinson, 2003). In support of the three stage model Robinson (2003) cites
age data of: 1) Barreiro and Aleinikoff (1985) to link timing of nappe-stage deformation
with emplacement of granitic plutons based on U-Pb crystallization ages and crosscutting relationships; 2) Thomson et al. (1992), linking metamorphic monazite in the
granulite facies high of southern Massachusetts to the E-W oriented sillimanite lineations
documented by Berry (1989) and Peterson (1992); and 3) Robinson et al. (1992) where
metamorphic monazite define the beginning of transposition of “Quaboagian” dome stage
fabrics (N-S sillimanite lineations) and marks the start of “Northfieldian” deformation
(305-285 Ma; Tucker et al., 1998). Ages for “Quaboagian” deformation responsible for
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N-S oriented lineations are not provided. However, N-S fabrics are assumed to have
formed during a separate event from E-W fabrics despite no clear cross-cutting
relationship concerning the two sets of lineations at any scale.

3. Peterson (1992, 1993)
Reference to an important study by Peterson and Robinson (1993) is made here
that describes a component of right lateral shear in sillimanite – K-feldspar (orthoclase)
grade rocks that parallels the N-S regional lineation near the margin of the Monson
Gneiss in the Conant Brook Shear Zone (CBSZ). This kinematic feature supports an
extrusion component for deformational histories of the igneous complexes of southcentral New England (Robinson, 2003; Massey and Moecher, 2008a). Peterson (1992)
similarly mentions the correlation between large amounts of across-strike shortening and
high metamorphic grade which is iterated consistently throughout work by Robinson and
Hall (1982).
In Petersons’ 1992 NEIGC field guide, the concept of a transpressive collision
between North America and composite Avalon during Acadian orogenesis is introduced
in southern Massachusetts. The Conant Brook shear zone (CBSZ) is presented here as
part of Wintsch (1985) and Pease’ (1982) interpretation of a terrane boundary along
strike to the south of the Bone Mill Brook fault in northern Connecticut and the
Cremation Hill shear zone in southern Connecticut. Despite the agreement of Peterson
with the transpressive collision hypothesis of Wintsch (1985), her interpretation, similar
to Berry’s, is couched in terms of the three stage model of Hall and Robinson (1982).
Peterson ties the presence of most structural features to the various stages of deformation
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hypothesized by Hall and Robinson, noting that early (nappe stage) deformation is less
prevalent within the CBSZ and difficult to tie to small scale features (sillimanite
lineations). However, Peterson does argue for a transition from uplift to transport of
lithologies normal to the direction of orogenic convergence (parallel to the strike of
orogen).
The map scale demarcation of the CBSZ is identified by the attenuation and
truncation of map units and pre-existing structural features (e.g. fold nappes, igneous
intrusions and metasedimentary contacts). Peterson notes that the asymmetry of the
shortening in the CBSZ may relate to the deformation within it. Map scale asymmetries
are observed within the intrusive bodies east of the CBSZ where southward attenuation is
most significant and high strain zones are observed along their western margins.
Direction of asymmetries is further quantified by belts of Silurian Rangeley
metasediments of the Bronson Hill Zone (BHZ) (O’Brien, 2009) within the CBSZ, which
show a dextral asymmetry (Peterson, 1992).
a. Kinematics of the CBSZ
Peterson’s (1993) study at outcrop, hand sample, and thin section scale serves as
an example of how structural and kinematic analysis can provide insights into the
deformational histories of regions thought to have undergone high degrees of
metamorphism and strain. According to Peterson’s (1993) results, planar and linear
fabrics of the CBSZ support a transition in the direction of transport of crust during
Acadian orogenesis. Peterson documents the presence of common planar features
including the regional west dipping foliation that is pervasive in the southern CMZ and
BHZ areas and compositional layering composed of mica rich layers and feldspathic
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layers in CMZ metasediments. Foliations are generally defined by the alignment of
micaceous minerals such as muscovite and biotite with a steep to moderate western dip
and north-northeasterly strike (Peterson, 1993). The average orientation of mylonitic
foliations within the CBSZ are steep (60°W - 70°W). Dips of foliations typically become
much steeper (70°W- 80°W) near the margins of large competent gneiss bodies such as
the Monson and become shallower to the east (~40° W) (Peterson, 1992). This fabric is
attributed to having formed during nappe stage tectonics but it is most likely a composite
fabric, owing its style and presence to multiple factors (Peterson, 1993).
Important to the implications of this study are the presence of smaller mylonitic
shear zones outside of the CBSZ. Peterson notes that foliations from within such zones
are typically slightly shallower on average than the foliation in the rocks external to the
shear zones. This shallower foliation is attributed to the backfold stage by both Peterson
(1992) and Berry (1989) on the basis that the character of foliation is similar to that of the
higher strain rocks. The interpretation of the shallower mylonitic foliation as a kind of
resetting to less severe westerly dips (e.g. leveling out) as backfolding progressed implies
at least two separate stages of deformation occurred (nappe and backfold); or a change in
the direction of the deformational regime, which Peterson argues progressively changed
from shortening normal to the orogen to extrusion parallel to the orogen.
The presence of two populations of sillimanite stretching lineations in the CBSZ,
distinguished in the field by their differing orientations, is also interpreted to support a
change in a transition of orogenic transport direction. Both sillimanite lineations are
defined by the alignment of coarse and abundant sillimanite needles associated with
dimensionally preferred orientation of dynamically recrystallizing quartz and feldspar
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grains with strain axis ratios up to 10:1 (Peterson, 1992). Some outcrops contain both sets
of lineations, while others may expose one or the other; typically when occurring
together, both sets will be on the same foliation surface. Peterson and Robinson (1992)
correlate the observed CBSZ lineations to the regional lineations of the CMZ. Within the
CBSZ Peterson (1992) correlates the steep westerly plunging lineations (Lw) to that of the
backfolding stage and the shallow plunging N-S trending lineations (Ls) to the dome
stage, citing that each set is linked genetically to a specific set of mylonitic
microstructures. Typical microstructural fabrics include dynamic recrystallization and
grain size reduction in characteristic mylonite development (Peterson, 1992). Deformed
mineral phases of pelitic schists include quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, biotite, garnet
and sillimanite.
Peterson employs kinematic analysis on the recrystallized tails of porphyroclasts,
strain shadows, shear bands (S-C or C-C’), and asymmetric folds. Based upon that
analysis, Peterson concludes that microstructures associated with the west plunging
lineations are indicative of reverse (west side up) kinematics. Those microstructures
related to the population of N-S oriented, shallowly-plunging lineations exhibit dextral
asymmetry (west side to the north). Peterson (1992) acknowledges that at the outcrop
scale it is impossible to determine whether or not the two lineations are coeval or were
formed in separate episodes of deformation. Peterson also notes that at some outcrop
locations, observations suggest that (Lw) may be older than (Ls), where at others the
relationship is reversed. Ambiguities of this nature suggest that the two populations of
lineations are contemporaneous.
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Based on the prevalence of recrystallization textures caused by dislocation creep,
Peterson (1992) proposes deformation took place at very high temperature and at a high
strain rate. The most prevalent deformation mechanism during shearing in quartz and
feldspar observed is dislocation creep (Peterson and Robinson, 1993). Dislocation creep
is naturally active when temperatures are at or above 450°C - 500°C, indicating that
shearing may have taken place at high temperatures to account for recrystallized feldspar
(Thomson, 1992).

b. Metamorphic features of the CBSZ
The typical peak metamorphic assemblage in pelitic rocks is Grt + Bt + Kfsp + Sil
+ Pl + Qtz, indicative of granulite facies conditions (Peterson, 1992). Coexisting garnet
and cordierite are common to rocks just east of the CBSZ. In general, Zone VI
metamorphosed igneous rocks are defined by assemblages of orthopryoxene +
clinopyroxene + plagioclase and orthopryoxene + K-feldspar, both of which are
indicative of lower granulite facies conditions (Hollocher, 1987, 1993). Buchan style
metamorphism (high T, low to moderate P) was originally proposed for the CMZ by
Schumacher et al. (1989) based on Robinson et al. (1989) and their interpretation of the
effects of separate stages of Acadian orogenesis. However, Robinson (2003) states that
the area is more characteristic of Barrovian metamorphism after revision of the threestage Acadian deformation model.
Garnet-biotite geothermobarometry in the BHZ indicate that peak metamorphic
temperatures were near 750° C (Peterson, 1992). Peterson’s analyses (1992) support the
interpretation of Tracy (1982) that a lack of hydrothermal fluids was typical during peak
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metamorphic conditions based on chemically homogenous composition of CBSZ garnets.
The lack of fluids may also have prevented large scale retrograde reactions (Peterson,
1992). Another issue relating to sequence of events, which has similarly been suggested
by Berry (1989), is that mylonitic fabric development postdates the peak of
metamorphism. This assertion is supported by Peterson based the observation that peak
metamorphic minerals make up the mylonitic fabrics observed within the CBSZ and east
of it in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area. Another interpretation of microstructural features
by Peterson emphasizes that the presence of ubiquitous dynamic recrystallization
provides evidence that deformation continued past the time when peak metamorphic
conditions prevailed. The resulting interpretation of the two lineations suggests that
metamorphic conditions were similar, possibly near peak metamorphic conditions, during
the formation of both. This could indicate that peak conditions prevailed for a protracted
period of time or the time between periods of deformation was very short (Peterson,
1992).
Thomson (1992) presents a counterclockwise P-T path for rocks of the CMZ and
BHZ that proposes high temperatures and low pressures were reached during the nappe
stage, continued temperature increase and marked increase in pressure as the back fold
stage began, followed by peak pressures which are reached while temperatures drop
during the dome stage. Early metamorphic features associated with this P-T path include
an episode of partial melting, indicated by the occurrence of sillimanite pseudomorphs
after andalusite in pelitic schists and paragneisses and the formation of migmatitic
leucosomes (Thomson, 1992). Cordierite is thought to have formed earlier than
sillimanite and at lower pressure than peak conditions. This is based on phase relations
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observed in cordierite-bearing pegmatites that show cordierite breaking down into
assemblages of garnet + sillimanite + quartz (Thomson, 1992). Peak conditions were
determined from garnet-cordierite and garnet-biotite thermobarometry, to be around
740°C and 6.5 kbar (Thomson, 1992).
Retrograde features common to the CMZ are well preserved throughout Zone VI
in general. The most common post-peak retrograde effect is ion exchange between
garnet, biotite, and cordierite along grain boundaries. Other features noted by various
workers summarized in Thomson (1992) include: fine grained cummingtonite along
orthopryoxene grain boundaries, pale green biotite on edges or fractures of cordierite
and/or garnet near large grains of K-feldspar within the partially melted leucocratic
portions of Rangeley sillimanite schist, and garnet + sillimanite + quartz assemblages
within large cordierite grains. The absence of chloritized biotite and sericitized feldspar is
common to Zone VI compared to the lower grade zones (Thomson, 1992). The timing of
metamorphism with respect to deformation agrees with Berry’s (1989) assertion that peak
granulite facies metamorphism followed the nappe stage of deformation based on the
cross cutting features observed within tonalites of the Brimfield-Sturbridge area
(Thomson, 1992).
Evidence for Berry’s hypothesis that peak metamorphism followed the nappe
stage is taken from tonalite intrusions in the Wales quadrangle which cross-cut proposed
fold and thrust nappes. The tonalites exhibit a shallower foliation than local country rock
which is proposed by Berry (1989) to be related to the backfold stage of Hall and
Robinson (1982), when peak conditions are hypothesized to have occurred (Thomson et
al., 1992). Coarse, prismatic sillimanite defining the shear fabrics in the CBSZ similarly
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indicates that the peak of metamorphism occurred previously to both proposed episodes
of shearing. Thomson et al. (1992) present age data from metamorphic monazites in an
attempt at constraining the timing of metamorphism, specifically the formation of
leucosomes in now migmatitic Rangeley paragneisses. The results of that study show a
large spread for potential ages of metamorphism and possibly hint at a later Paleozoic
overprint. Massey (2010) provides a valid hypothesis for a Mid-Paleozoic overprint of
deformation features in the BHZ in the Palmer quadrangle portion of the CBSZ discussed
further in the Transpressive Tectonics section of this chapter.

C. U.S.G.S. group in surrounding quadrangles
In order to create a state geologic map of somewhat reliable nature, the U.S.G.S.
set about mapping much of the southern portion of Massachusetts at the 7.5’ (1:24000)
scale during the mid to late 1970’s. Of these quadrangles, the East Brookfield quadrangle
was apparently mapped as a 7.5’ geologic quadrangle Open File Report (Pomeroy,
1975a), however that map may have been lost since it is no longer available from the
U.S.G.S. or state survey of Massachusetts. Only a cross section and a stratigraphic
column from the East Brookfield quadrangle exist on file with the U.S.G.S. for the East
Brookfield quadrangle. Pomeroy completed multiple maps of the East Brookfield 7.5’
quadrangle including: a geologic bedrock map (1975a), a surficial geologic map
depicting locations of useful glacial outwash such as gravel and sand (Pomeroy, 1976), as
well as an outcrop map that shows where almost every exposure of bedrock (Pomeroy,
1975b) in the quadrangle is located as well the location of swamps and lowlands are
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(Pomeroy, 1976). The surficial/outcrop map was an extremely useful guide for mapping
in this EDMAP project.
Several quadrangles west and south of the East Brookfield quadrangle were
mapped during the later half of the 1970’s by the U.S.G.S. (Peper, 1975a, 1975b; Seiders,
1976; Pomeroy, 1975a, 1977; Moore, 1978) to provide a more complete picture of
southern Massachusetts, especially near the border of Connecticut which was also being
mapped by the U.S.G.S. and Connecticut Geological Survey. Many of the U.S.G.S.
workers who mapped in these surrounding quadrangles did so with the intention of
producing a very detailed stratigraphy within the CMZ metasedimentary belt, then
referred to as the Merrimack belt.
It is important to understand the view of the geologists who mapped the bedrock
geology in the quadrangles surrounding the East Brookfield quadrangle so that an idea of
what units may project into the EBQ can be formed. This technique, applied by Pomeroy
(1977) in his mapping of the Warren quad, utilizes the names and mapped contacts of the
work done by Seiders (1976) in the Wales quadrangle. A particularly insightful view of
the method in which the quadrangles of south-central Massachusetts and northern
Connecticut were mapped is provided by the Warren (Pomeroy, 1977), Wales (Seiders,
1976), and Westford (Peper and Pease, 1975) quadrangles. Form these three 7.5’ GQ’s
(listed from north to south) an observable, very uniform strike is highlighted that is very
characteristic of south-central Massachusetts. Another obvious spatial pattern is that
many of the mapped units are not more than 1 km in map width, with a large number of
different lithologies mapped over a very narrow area. The names of the units differ
slightly from quadrangle to quadrangle but all contain units that purportedly project into
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the East Brookfield quadrangle. It is therefore important to understand what units are
consistently mapped as the same lithology from GQ to GQ so that a fairly reliable
prediction can be made about the mineralogy and textures of rocks that may project into
the East Brookfield quadrangle.
A stratigraphy was first laid out by Pease (1973) in the Eastford quadrangle that
serves as the basis for Peper and Pease (1975) and Seiders (1976) to make GQ’s of the
Westford and Wales quadrangles, respectively. An outline of this stratigraphy was
produced by Pease et al. (1975) allowing them to be internally consistent on the
placement of lithologic contacts within the three quadrangles based on their established
stratigraphy. Similarities between the three GQ’s lie mainly in the names of the units
ascribed to the proposed formations. Features that lend support to regional deformation
models of Hall and Robinson (1982) and Berry (1989) include: (moving west to east) (1)
The two northernmost maps both show a proposed lower contact of Hamilton Reservoir
Fm. on upper Mt. Pisgah Fm., (2) the lower Bigelow Brook Fm. is shown in contact with
the upper Hamilton Reservoir Fm. in the southeast corners of both the Wales and
Westford GQ’s, and (3) the upper Bigelow Brook Fm. is shown to be in contact with the
lower Southbridge Fm. in the very southeast corner of the Westford GQ by thrusting
mechanisms that place the Ordovician (?) to Devonian (?) Bigelow Brook Fm.
structurally above proposed Silurian Southbridge Fm. Common to all three maps is that
of a complex internal stratigraphy for the Hamilton Reservoir Fm. consisting dominantly
of multiple varieties of sillimanite grade paragneisses with calc-silicate granofels lenses
and diopside rich marble units. Also similar in the description of each map, although with
differing names and descriptions, are that of the hornblende- and pyroxene- rich gneisses
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that are mapped within each GQ as upper and lower members of a gneiss unit belonging
to the Hamilton reservoir Fm. Berry (1989) attributes the repetition of this gneissic unit to
be indicative of Robinson’s thrust nappe and back fold stage.

D. Rangeley Type Areas and Classification in ME/MA/NH/CT
1. Moench (1971) and Hatch et al. (1983) in Southern NH
In contrast to the assumed U.S.G.S. stratigraphy in southern Massachusetts and
northern Connecticut, much of the Merrimack Synclinorium in New Hampshire and
Maine consists of the Rangeley Formation. Moench (1971) classified the Rangeley Fm.
based on 1:24000 scale mapping of the Rangeley and Phillips quadrangles in Maine. His
original description of the Rangeley Fm. included multiple units: sulfidic meta-shales,
meta-sandstones, quartz meta-conglomerates, and other units of varying internal
stratigraphic complexity. Based on mapping in south-central New Hampshire, Hatch et
al. (1983) proposed the continuation of the use of the Rangeley Fm. from southwestern
Maine to at least the southernmost part of New Hampshire. The sequence that they
proposed to correlate with the Rangeley in southwestern Maine has been observed in
south-central New Hampshire and is identical in terms of succession of units (Hatch et al.
1983). Before the proposal of a long distance correlation with the Rangeley, the
stratigraphic succession in New Hampshire was interpreted as part of the Devonian
Littleton Fm. based on the geologic map of New Hampshire by Billings (1956). Mapping
by Hatch et al. (1983) allowed for a reinterpretation of the metasedimentary stratigraphy
of the area between the Devonian Fitchburg pluton (Df) and the Bronson Hill
Anticlinorium in central Massachusetts (Fig. 1.2). Originally proposed to be overlain
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entirely by Devonian metasediments, the new interpretation and correlation of Rangeley
Fm into southern New Hampshire requires that the area be underlain by mostly Silurian
and possibly older lithologies (Hatch et al. 1983). The interpretation of Hatch et al.
(1983), based on this new correlation, was that the proposed Silurian tectonic hinge (or
suture zone) could be traced as far south as southern Massachusetts. Hall and Robinson
(1982) and Zen et al. (1983) would also allude to the presence of this feature with the
cross sections of their paper and map, respectively. The Merrimack Synclinorium (now
the Central Maine Zone/basin) as currently mapped in New Hamsphire and Maine does
include some Devonian Littleton Fm. at the top of the sequence, but it is much thinner
than originally proposed

2. Berry (1989)
The map of the Brimfield-Sturbridge area in south-central Massachusetts
produced by Berry (1989) utilizes the southward projection of the Rangeley Fm. as
originally proposed by Hatch et al. (1983). Berry’s (1989) correlation of metasediments
in south-central Massachusetts follows the example set by Hatch et al. (1983) citing the
revision of stratigraphy by other New England geologic mappers in the 1980’s. Berry
states that a general correlation to the Rangeley sequence and a Silurian age for most of
its units, while allowing for regional diversity and stratigraphic complexity within the
sequence, is widely agreed upon. Further he states that the stratigraphy in the BrimfieldSturbridge area is correlated with the Rangeley sequence in the broad sense that “rusty
schist with calc-silicate pods” is the dominant metasedimentary lithology. Berry calls this
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occurrence of rusty schist the “Brimfield member” of the Rangeley Fm.; thus Berry’s
work the stratigraphy of U.S.G.S. wokers.
Another correlation of the Brimfield member made by Berry (1989) is with the
Silurian Paxton Fm. to the east of the Brimfield-Sturbridge area. This correlation is made
based on the occurrence of similar sulfidic schists within the Paxton Fm. The two
formations are thought to have inter-tonguing pinch-outs occurring on the eastern margin
of the CMZ. Other units that Berry correlates to northern New England include (1) parts
of the Smalls Falls Fm. from southern Massachusetts to northern New Hampshire and
western Maine; (2) the Rindgemere Fm. of southwestern Maine; (3) and the Littleton Fm.
of Field (1975) and Tucker (1977). An important issue pertaining to this EDMAP study is
the occurrence of Devonian Littleton Fm. as mapped by Zen et al. (1983) in the East
Brookfield quadrangle. Berry does note the multiple interpretations of internal
heterogeneity within the Rangeley Fm. (Thompson, 1985; Duke, 1984) and states that a
correlation between grey schist units mapped as Devonian Littleton Fm. in Massachusetts
by Zen et al. (1983) are more likely correlative with that of the Rangeley. However, it is
unknown how many gray schist units of the Rangeley exist and it has been interpreted to
be both mappable (Peterson, 1992) and unmappable (O’Brien, 2009) at the 7.5’ (1:24000)
scale. It should be noted that the quadrangles in which Peterson (1993) and O’Brien
(2009) worked were directly along strike of one another in the BHZ/CMZ boundary area.
These contradicting views lend support to Berry’s general statement that the Rangeley in
Massachusetts has a complex and largely unknown internal stratigraphy that likely
contains many discontinuous units.
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Secondary correlations of the Smalls Falls and Madrid Fms. with the Paxton Fm.
are proposed by Berry (1989) based on the occurrence of rusty quartzite and granulites in
Paxton, Massachusetts. Berry recognizes that the internal stratigraphy of the Paxton is as
poorly understood as that of the Rangeley in part because of flat dips, poor outcrop
exposure, and intense deformation. Many other correlations are proposed for the Paxton
with various units from southern Massachusetts up to western Maine. Hatch et al. (1983)
assign the Paxton to Late Silurian, Ludlovian to Wenlockian age. While the correlations
are uncertain it is possible that the Paxton may span the entire Silurian (Berry, 1989).

3. Massey (2008), O’Brien (2009)
Working within the Bronson Hill Anticlinorium, both Massey (2008a,b) and
O’Brien (2009) confirm the presence of Rangeley type lithologies and utilize the
correlations originally proposed by Hatch et al. (1983). Both Massey and O’Brien used
the Massachusetts state geologic map by Zen et al. (1983) to differentiate between the
grey schist of the Rangeley and the more sulfidic yellow schists. O’Brien (2009) mapped
the yellow sulfidic schists and paragneisses of the Rangeley Fm., originally correlated
with the Ordovician Partridge formation, within the Winchendon quadrangle at the
Massachusetts and New Hampshire border (Fig. 1.2, 3.1). O’Brien similarly maps a unit
of grey schist within the Rangeley Fm. previously shown as Devonian Littleton Fm by
Zen et al. (1983). In the Palmer quadrangle (Fig 1.2, 3.1), Massey (2008b) maps the
Rangeley Fm. east of the Monson orthogneiss with the same interpretation: grey schists
are equivalent to Littleton Fm. and yellow schists are equivalent to Partridge Fm. The
similarity of the two interpretations coupled with Berry’s observation of “rusty schist
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with calc-silicate pods” confirms that the Rangeley has been correlated from southern
New Hampshire to southern Massachusetts and into Connecticut.

4. Rodgers State Geologic Map of CT (1985)
On the 1985 state geologic map of Connecticut, Rodgers mapped a large unit of
sulfidic schist that Emerson (1917) first called the Brimfield schist. Due east of this schist
unit, Rodgers also mapped a pelitic paragneiss which he called the Bigelow Brook Fm.
Both units have been shown to be correlative with the Rangeley Fm. with mapping at the
7.5’ (1:24000) scale by Berry (1989) in the Westford, Wales, Warren, and Southbridge
quadrangles in southern Massachusetts and northern Connecticut. If the contacts
proposed by Rodgers on the 1985 state map are correct, then the Rangeley can be
correlated as far south as central Connecticut, terminating just north of the Willimantic
Dome (Rodgers, 1985).

E. Transpressive Tectonics
1. Peterson and Robinson, 1993
It has been proposed that the high degree of shortening observed in the map
pattern of central Massachusetts lithologies is the result of continuous deformation with a
dextral sense of oblique convergence (Peterson and Robinson, 1993). Evidence of
shortening is indicated by a high degree of across-strike shortening in the width of map
units in the southernmost part of Massachusetts (Peterson and Robinson 1993). This
interpretation is based on the study of high-grade metamorphic minerals and their
orientations in the south-central Massachusetts Conant Brook Shear Zone of Peterson
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(1992). After a comprehensive analysis of the populations of sillimanite needle
orientations in the CBSZ, Peterson and Robinson (1993) proposed that the convergence
direction had been continuously changing all throughout the collision of a Ganderian
island arc and Avalon terrane with Medial New England. Peterson and Robinson (1993)
state that the principal finite strain axes remained relatively fixed during collision but that
the axes of intermediate and maximum extension flipped. This resulted in a transfer from
vertical extrusion to along-strike extrusion of rocks in the BHA with dextral asymmetry
in both mechanisms (Peterson and Robinson, 1993). Peterson and Robinson argue for a
progressive deformation model of Acadian orogenesis that requires continuous dextral
relative motion of lithologies along the eastern margin of the BHA. A change from
orogen-normal to orogen-parallel extrusion supports a model of dextral transpression in
south-central Massachusetts as suggested by Massey and Moecher (2008a). A key
question that arises from the work of Massey and Moecher (2008a) is how well the
application of a dextral transpression model fits for lithologies lying outside of the BHA.
Addressing this question was a primary purpose for mapping in the East Brookfield
quadrangle.

2. Massey and Moecher (2008), Massey (2010)
Massey (2008) mapped the Palmer quadrangle, documenting zones of dextral
(CBSZ) and sinistral (MDHSZ) shear along the eastern and western edges of the Monson
orthogneiss respectively. The work done by Massey in the Palmer quadrangle is an
excellent example of the application of Peterson’s (1993) technique of mapping outcropto thin-section-scale structures to support a regional deformation model. A
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comprehensive structural analysis of the deformation that occurred in the plutonic
members of the Bronson Hill Zone resulted in the formation of a more detailed midcrustal extrusion model for Acadian orogenesis. Massey and Moecher (2008a) note that
the interpretations of Berry (1989), Peterson (1993) and Robinson (1982, 1989, 2003) are
all predicated on the three-stage Acadian Alpine deformation model for rocks in southern
Massachusetts, but require an alternative mechanism for progressive deformation.
The realization that an alternate interpretation from the Alpine Model is necessary
to fit the modes of strain observed in the meta-igneous rocks with that observed in the
metasedimentary cover sequence is based in Peterson and Robinson’s later work (1993).
Peterson and Robinson’s (1993) observation that strain partitioning may play a crucial
role in the formation of deformational features also factors heavily into the interpretation
of Massey and Moecher. Massey and Moecher (2008a) propose a deformation model for
central Massachusetts in which both steeply west-plunging and shallow SSW-plunging
lineations, as well as moderately to steeply west-dipping foliations, formed coevally
during late Paleozoic dextral transpression. The deformation model of Massey and
Moecher (2008a) suggests that pre-existing structures of plutonic and meta-stratified
rocks accommodated the late strains that produced the outcrop- to thin section-scale
features upon which mid-crustal extrusion is hypothesized. Further, due to the high
intensity of later stages of deformation it is not possible to identify nappe-stage
deformation or comment on the nature of contacts in the Palmer quadrangle before
Acadian orogenesis (Massey and Moecher, 2008a). Dextral transpression caused by
oblique convergence of Laurentia with Avalon-Meguma is thought to have been the
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controlling factor in deformation of BHZ and CMZ rocks in southern Massachusetts, as
well as along strike of the orogen in southwestern Maine (Solar and Brown, 2001).
Documentation of the strain experienced by BHZ gneiss domes and adjacent
metasedimentary sequences in the CMZ is provided by the work of Massey (2010).
Models for transpressional deformation require that a deforming body (the zone of
transpression) be bounded by two high-strain zones representing the stationary block (the
western BHZ) and the obliquely displacing block (Avalon/CMZ). The CBSZ and Mount
Dumplin High Strain Zone (MDHSZ) serve as the zones of displacement between the
boundaries and the zone of transpression (Monson orthogneiss). The deformation
recorded within these shear zones and the Monson orthogneiss may have overprinted
previous fabrics.

3. Solar and Brown (2001)
The Central Maine - Bronson Hill boundary zone has been described as a zone of
transpression by Solar and Brown (2001) that was active during the Early Devonian
Acadian orogeny. Solar and Brown describe a heterogeneously distributed component of
dextral shear, similar to what is observed by Peterson and Robinson (1993) in the CBSZ
along strike to the southwest. Oblique continental convergence is hypothesized as the
driving force of transpressional deformation in southwestern Maine along the BHZ/CMZ
terrane boundary. Central Maine Zone lithologies of Solar and Brown’s (2001) study area
highlight two separate mechanisms of deformation at the same metamorphic grade. Belts
of rock characterized as “straight” belts have dominantly S>L kinematic fabrics (S =
foliation, L = lineation), where as intervening zones are characterized by L>>S (Solar and
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Brown, 2001). The contrast between these belts has been explained by Solar and Brown
(2001) as preferential deformation of less competent materials in a transpressional
tectonic regime.
Zones of L>>S kinematics are typically observed within Rangeley Fm.
paragneisses and schist. Evidence from the Rangeley Fm. for progressive deformation is
provided in the migmatitic leucosomes of the metasedimentary unit. Solar and Brown
state that as deformation progresses, strain will be localized due to the changing rheology
of the rocks being deformed by reaction-enhanced ductility. This can be observed in
Rangeley Fm. paragneiss since the leucocratic portions exhibit an obvious extensional
“pinch and swell” and “pull apart” type of deformation. The leucocratic melt derived
from the Rangeley Fm. during high grade metamorphism serves as an example of the
strain localization that Solar and Brown (2001) claim is responsible for strong extensional
fabrics. The leucosomal portions of the Rangeley metasediments are hypothesized to
concentrate and accommodate the coaxial or “pure shear” component of the strain field,
while the schists are concentrating non-coaxial or “simple shear” (Solar and Brown,
2001). Because non-coaxial deformation has a more localized effect than coaxial shear,
the alignment of acicular sillimanite crystals in the Rangeley schist becomes a ubiquitous
strain marker for extrusion and extension in the intervening belts of Solar and Brown’s
(2001) study area.
The nature of folds and linear fabrics within the two different types of zones that
Solar and Brown (2001) document is important to the deformational style or mechanism
that formed them. In the “straight” belts of rocks where steep foliations dominate,
flattening strains (oblate strain ellipsoid) are responsible for tight to isoclinal folds with
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ESE-dipping axial planes. In contrast to the “straight” zones, the “intervening” zones,
which are characterized by less severely flattened, larger open folds with blunt, rounded
hinge lines sub-parallel to the regional sillimanite lineation trend suggesting a
constrictional deformation (prolate strain ellipsoid). Solar and Brown (2001) suggest the
presence of a series of basement ramp-up faults that formed on the boundary zone
between the BHZ and CMZ where the transpressional strain of oblique convergence was
distributed throughout the ramps into flattening strains with the intervening thrust slices
accommodating constriction. Solar and Brown (2001) attribute strain partitioning to the
serial development of the thrust ramps, with flattening strain being localized within the
detached thrust sheets and constriction within the wedge-shaped intervening fault blocks.
Solar and Brown (2001) show that the zones of flattening occur within the steeplydipping west side of the thrust sheet as opposed to the shallow to flat dip in the root of the
thrust. The intervening zones are a likely candidate for constrictional deformation since
they are not rooted in the sequence of thrust faults and can experience upward and alongstrike extrusion.
Further, Solar and Brown (2001) note that in order for constrictional deformation
to take place, an increase in volume in the extending direction is necessary. Evidence for
this process is documented by microstructural data showing the metamorphic
recrystallization of quartz between biotite grains in samples from gradational margins
between “straight” and “intervening” belts. Intervening zones are good candidates for
constrictional deformation based on the criteria that Solar and Brown (2001) describe for
the BHZ/CMZ rocks of western Maine. Based on the presence of high grade
metamorphic minerals in both phases of deformation and the low competency of the
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Rangeley Fm. paragneiss, Solar and Brown (2001) suggest that progressive deformation
can account for the structures observed in western Maine.

F. Testing Previous Work
The previous research is used as a framework for addressing questions within the
East Brookfield area. Primary goals of this study include (1) the testing of Zen et al.
(1983) and Berry’s (1989) interpretation on the presence of thrust faults within the East
Brookfield quadrangle and the nature of deformation on those faults; (2) continuance of
the correlation of Rangeley Fm. metasediments within the CMZ and creating a current
bedrock map through 1:24000 scale geologic mapping; (3) testing of the validity of
implications of the three-stage model of Hall and Robinson (1982) as compared to
bedrock geology within the East Brookfield quadrangle and kinematic indicators therein;
(4) showing that the nature of deformation is primarily the result of transpressional strain
caused by oblique convergence and docking of continent sized land masses (Laurentia
and Avalonia) as per Massey and Moecher’s question (p.A-2-17, 2008a). The results of
bedrock mapping, structural, geochronologic, and petrographic analyses are presented
here to address the above points.
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Figure 3.1 Index map of
quadrangles in Massachusetts and
Connecticut. Red box: area of inset
map showing Brimfield-Sturbridge
area (yellow) of Berry (1989).
Geology in MA is from Zen et al.
(1983), geology in CT is from
Rodgers (1985).

Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.2, From Peterson and Robinson, 1993. Highly schematic tectonic
development and deformation of the southern New England Appalachians,
specifically the Bronson Hill Anticlinorium and neighboring Central Maine Zone.
(a) Nappe stage, (b) Back-fold stage, (c) Dome stage. (Blue: Ordovician through
Devonian age cover rocks; hachured pattern: Gneiss domes and basement rock.)
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CHAPTER IV. MAP UNITS
A. Silurian Rangeley Fm.
The Rangeley Fm. was first defined by Moench (1971) in the Rangeley
quadrangle of southwestern Maine. Since then it has been observed in metasedimentary
successions from southwestern Maine to south-central Connecticut (Hatch et al., 1983;
Thompson, 1985; Berry 1989; Massey, 2008b; O’Brien, 2009). The Silurian Rangeley
Fm. comprises much of the western CMZ cover sequence, including areas of the East
Brookfield quadrangle near the BHZ-CMZ boundary zone. Rocks assigned to the
Rangeley Fm. in the East Brookfield quadrangle include: rusty-weathering sulfidic
paragneisses and schists (Fig 4.1 A, B) with associated calc-silicate pods and layers (Fig.
4.5), grey schist (Fig.4.2 C), subordinate granofels (Fig. 4.1 C), and rusty-weathering
diopside marble (Fig.4.5). Massive to moderately foliated leucopegmatites (Fig. 4.2 A, B)
are common and locally intruded into and are conformable with foliation in all members
of the Rangeley Fm. Occurrence of Rangeley Fm. lithologies in the East Brookfield
quadrangle were originally mapped as Ordovician Partridge Fm. schist (Ops), Silurian
Paxton Fm. biotite gneiss (Spbg), and Devonian Littleton Fm. schist (Dl) by Zen et al.
(1983).
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1. Schist/Paragneiss unit
Paragneisses are defined primarily by alternating schistose and
gneissic/migmatitic compositional layering (Fig. 4.2 C). A moderately to strongly
foliated and compositionally well layered unit, the dominant structural features are the
shallow to moderate SSW-NNE and steeply west-plunging sillimanite lineations
observable on foliation surfaces. Lineations are defined by aligned sillimanite needles
and the hinge lines of constrictionally folded leucosomes. Schistocity and foliation are
defined by shape preferred orientation of Bt + Ms-rich folia and flattened leucosomes.
Foliations in paragneiss localities are fairly consistent at the outcrop scale within the East
Brookfield quadrangle. A consistent and moderately west dipping foliation is observed
for almost every Rangeley Fm. outcrop; see chapter on Mesoscopic Structural Geology.
Mineralogy of the Rangeley Fm. paragneiss in the East Brookfield quadrangle
consists of Sil + Bt+ Qtz + Pl + Grt ± Crd ± Kfsp ± Ms ± minor oxide and minor
retrograde Chl on Grt or Bt. Leucosomes are composed of medium- to very coarsegrained Kfs + Pl + Grt + Bt + Ms and are typically on the scale of 10 cm to half a meter
in thickness (Fig. 4.2 A, B). Peak metamorphic conditions within the East Brookfield
quadrangle are defined by the assemblage Grt + Crd + Sil + Kfs and lie within regional
metamorphic Zone VI (Thomson, 1992).
A subordinate unit of Rangeley Fm. paragneiss is a grey colored, compositionally
layered paragneiss (Fig. 4.2 C). Grey paragneiss units of the Rangeley Fm. in the East
Brookfield quadrangle occur as lenses, typically near the contact of another lithology,
however, they do not continue along strike for more than a kilometer. Mineralogically,
grey schists of the Rangeley consist of coarse-to medium-grained Sil + Grt + Bt + Qtz +
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Pl. Leucosomes, composed of Qtz + Pl ± Grt, are thinner within this variety of Rangeley
Fm., ranging from approximately 0.5 cm to 10 cm in thickness. Compositional layering is
well defined by the leucosomes in the grey paragneiss and exhibits a stronger sense of
flattening than the rusty, sulfidic paragneiss (Fig. 4.2 C). Within this variety of the
Rangeley Fm. the shallow plunging SSW-NNE sillimanite lineations are more common
than the population of steeply west-plunging lineations. Lineations are explained in detail
in the Mesoscale Structures chapter.
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Figure 4.1 A) Slab of Rangeley Fm. paragneiss cut parallel to lineation with
porphyroblastic garnet and abundant sillimanite, asymmetry is dextral, top to the
north. Lineation direction is shown on outcrop surface. Parts defined by more
granular texture (red boxes) are composed of fine-grained cordierite and plagioclase
feldspar. B) Slab of more schistose version of Rangeley Fm. paragneiss with sulfidic
weathering on foliation surfaces, slab cut parallel to sillimanite lineation shown on
outcrop surface. C) Slab of Rangeley Fm. granofels shown interlayered in outcrop
photo. D) Hand sample of Rangeley Fm. paragneiss showing the development of
oblique foliations and dextral asymmetry on leucosome pods.
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Figure 4.2 A) Flattened leucosomes within Rangeley Fm. rusty paragneiss, both
outcrops are located on U.S. Interstate 90, Massachusetts Turnpike. B) Pinch and
swell structures are also visible within the larger scale leucosomes. C) Flattened
leucosomes of the grey paragneiss of the Rangeley Fm. Plagioclase feldspars are
pulling apart, while quartz is dynamically recrystallized.
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2. Granofels
Layers of a felsic/calc-silicate granofels unit are intimately interfolded and
interlayered (Fig. 4.1 C) with the paragneisses of the Rangeley Fm. The granofels unit is
observed in conformable contact with both the grey and rusty paragneiss components of
the Rangeley Fm. (Fig. 4.3). Thickness of the granofels layers varies from approximately
15 cm to approximately 2 m (Fig. 4.4). The outcrop appearance of the granofels is that of
slabby, weakly schistose biotite-bearing equigranular rock without any indication of
bedding or other type of sedimentary structure. The unit is composed of medium to fine
grained Kfs + Pl + Qtz + Bt + Grt ± Sil, conformable flattened leucopegmatites, and pods
of calc-silicate composed of Pl + Qtz + Cpx ± Grt. Foliations in the granofels unit are
defined by sparse aligned Bt and flattened Qtz + Pl + Kfs grains; average foliation is
018/25W. Sillimanite is commonly observable in thin section but is not typical in outcrop
appearance due to its fine grain size and low modal abundance. A diagnostic feature of
Rangeley Fm. granofels is that it often occurs in association with a variably deformed
thinly layered unit of rusty weathering marble. This feature is primarily what
differentiates it from Paxton Fm. granofels, both of which have a similar texture.
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Figure 4.3 Layer of Rangeley Fm. granofels with large conformably flattened
pegmatite, all capped by Rangeley Fm. grey paragneiss, located northeast of Cedar
pond off New Boston Rd.
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Figure 4.4 Layer (approx. 1 m thick) of Rangeley Fm. granofels within Rangeley
Fm. rusty paragneiss from Mass. Turnpike Section C (See Plate 2).
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3. Marble
The Rangeley Fm. schists, paragneisses and granofels are interlayered with a
variably deformed and rusty weathering diopside marble unit. The marble is composed of
medium- to coarse-grained Cal/Dol + Qtz + Di ± Py and is moderately foliated and
compositionally layered. This unit provides a good proxy for where strain is dominantly
flattening and where it is more constrictional in nature. Foliations within the rusty,
granular marble will be a diagnostic indicator of what strain field is present at each
location it is observed. Foliations are highly variable in the marble unit where
constrictional deformation prevails, typically in layers that are approximately 2 cm to 10
cm thick. Layers of marble that would be tens of meters long if flattened occur as wads of
folded and refolded layers in locations where constrictional deformation prevails,
typically with hinge axes of folds paralleling the regional lineation in the paragneiss (Fig.
4.5). Folds and refolds occur at so many scales that it is difficult to discern if more than
one episode of folding took place or it occurred progressively in one prolonged event.
Another feature common to the constrictional marble units are boudinage structures,
paralleling the regional lineation direction, with late quartz filled extension fractures (Fig.
4.6). Other locations show a strong sense of flattening by the presence of well
foliated/layered marble that is conformable with units of rusty, sulfidic paragneiss (Fig.
4.7).
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Figure 4.5 Folded layers of calc-silicate granofels within a marble layer of the
Rangeley Fm. Fold hinge axes are generally sub-parallel to the regional and local
lineation direction. Limbs are typically attenuated and hinges are thickened and
sometimes detached from limbs.
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Figure 4.6 Calc-silicate granofels boudin in marble of Rangeley Fm. with late
mineralized extensional fractures, located at Molasses Hill power line right-of-way.
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Figure 4.7 Flattened, layered diopside marble of the Rangeley Fm. illustrating
flattening strain and slabby aspect.
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B. Silurian Paxton Fm.
The Silurian Paxton Fm. (type section in Paxton, MA) was first described in
southern Massachusetts by Emerson (1917) as “quartz schist.” It was later expanded to
include a variety of different related lithologies by Tucker (1977) and Robinson et al.
(1982) based on mapping in the Barre and Ware quadrangles. Berry (1989) reports that
the Paxton Fm. can be traced as far north as southwestern Maine, equivalent with the
Hutchins Corner Fm. of Field (1975). The Paxton Fm. now occupies a large portion of
the Massachusetts state geologic map of Zen et al. (1983) and comprises a large portion
of the CMZ as currently mapped and correlated (Berry, 1989). Zen et al. described the
Paxton as undifferentiated biotite granofels, calc-silicate granofels, and sulfidic schist. In
the East Brookfield quadrangle, Zen et al. (1983) mapped units of Paxton Fm. including:
typical Paxton (Sp and Spbs), the Bigelow Brook member of the Paxton (Spbg), the
Southbridge member of the Paxton (Spso), a calc-silicate unit of the Southbridge member
of the Paxton (Spbc) and a rusty Grt + Bt quartzite unit (Spsq). Remapping of units in the
East Brookfield quadrangle described as Spbc, Spbg, Spbs, and Spsq resulted in the
revision to the hierarchy and description of the Paxton Fm. The new descriptions here
allow for granofels and minor sulfidic schist units (likely inter-tonguing or interfolded
Rangeley Fm.) within the East Brookfield quadrangle, eliminate units named Spbc and
Spsq, and redefinition of Spbg. All units of Silurian Paxton Fm. are locally intruded by
conformably flattened leucopegmatites.
Granofels units consist primarily of slabby, moderately to poorly foliated
equigranular rocks (Fig. 4.8) composed of medium- to fine-grained Kfs + Pl + Qtz + Bt +
Grt, with pods and lenses of calc-silicate granofels composed of Pl + Qtz + Grt ± Di ±
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minor oxides. The granofels unit is locally more schistose, typically near large
conformably flattened leucopegmatite bodies. Leucopegmatite stringers within the
Paxton granofels help to define asymmetric deformation within the unit (Fig. 4.9).
Cordierite-bearing pegmatite lozenges approximately 10 cm to 50 cm thick are also
present within granofels of the Paxton Fm. (Fig. 4.10b) Lenses of calc-silicate in the
granofels unit typically occur as flattened and elongated pods sub-parallel to the regional
lineation (Fig. 4.10a). Outcrops of granofels occurring near large pegmatite bodies often
exhibit the same “pinch and swell” type of deformation as the pegmatites, producing halfmeter to meter scale, low amplitude fold structures. These folds are an expression of the
regional deformation experienced by this lithology as foliation or layering that wraps the
pegmatites (Fig. 4.11). Along the western boundary of the Paxton Fm. in the East
Brookfield quadrangle, it is common to observe the occurrence of Paxton granofels and
Rangeley sillimanite schist in close association. The repetition of Paxton and Rangeley
Fms. in the Podunk Pike outcrop on the Massachusetts turnpike suggests that the two
units are interfolded.
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Figure 4.8 Typical Paxton Fm. granofels with ambiguous strain markers,
symmetrical plagioclase tails on garnet porphyroclasts typify features associated
with flattening strains. Some garnet porphyroclasts show dextral, top to the NNE
asymmetry while others are symmetrical.
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Figure 4.9 Dextral, top to the east asymmetry on folded pegmatite stringer in Paxton
Fm. granofels. Plagioclase is pulled apart and quartz is recrystallized.
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Figure 4.10 A) Calc-silicate granofels pod within the Paxton Fm. granofels. Pods are
generally strung out in large boudinage trains similar to the train of pegmatite
boudinage above the pod. B) Boudinaged pegmatite cordierite within the Paxton
Fm. granofels, exposure is located east of the Podunk Pike turnpike roadcut on U.S.
Interstate 90.
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Figure 4.11 Paxton Fm. granofels wrapping around boudinaged pegmatites (dashed,
yellow line) creates low amplitude folds.
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C. Walker Mtn. Orthogneiss
1. Lithologic Description
The Walker Mountain Orthogneiss (Mwo) was originally mapped as a
metamorphosed volcanic deposit of the Paxton Fm. by Robinson (unpublished map of EB
quad, 1983) and later correlation with Devonian diorite gneiss in the Southbridge (Moore,
1978) and Eastford (Pease, 1973) quadrangles on the 1983 state geologic map of
Massachusetts (Zen et al., 1983). Its occurrence in the East Brookfield quadrangle is
restricted to five localities: Wells Park (Carpenter Rocks), Carpenter Hill, The High
Rocks, Teneriffe Hill, and the eastern portion of the map in South Spencer/Charlton (Fig.
5.3). All of the known bodies of Mwo occur as SSW-NNE trending units with
conformable dips to the regional foliation and surrounding units. Contacts of Mwo with
Paxton Fm. granofels (Fig. 4.12) are observed in multiple localities and it is hypothesized
that contacts between the units have been folded together based on the occurrence of
conformable layers of Paxton Fm. granofels within large outcrops of orthogneiss and the
style of mesoscopic folds within the Walker Mountain orthogneiss. Lenses of rusty schist
within the Walker Mountain orthogneiss, likely Rangeley Fm., are either xenoliths from
intrusion of Mwo or were incorporated during folding and flattening (Fig. 4.13). Also
present within the Walker Mountain orthogneiss are more strongly gneissic, less foliated
versions of Rangeley Fm. paragneiss, as well as lenses of other sillimanite bearing rocks
that may be related to the Rangeley Fm. The orthogneiss is composed of coarse to
medium grained Pl + Qtz + Bt + Grt + Kfs + Ap + Aln ± Opx ± Cpx ± minor oxides and
Chl alteration. Foliations are defined by shape-preferred orientation of biotite grains and
flattened quartz and plagioclase feldspar grains. Stringers of leucopegmatites similarly
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define the foliation and highlight flattening strains, as well as asymmetric deformation on
large lozenges of pegmatite. Lineations within the WMO are typically defined by quartz
ribbons and biotite streaks on foliation surfaces typically trending north and WNW.
Deformational asymmetries are similarly characterized by oblique foliations (S-C
or C-C’ fabrics), dynamically recrystallized quartz and plagioclase feldspar
porphyroclasts, and garnet porphyroclasts. Multiple zones of high strain have been
identified ranging from decimeters to meters thick and traceable along strike for 1 to 2
kilometers (Fig. 5.2). Mylonitic zones are defined by fine-grained recrystallized quartz
and plagioclase feldspar and the alignment of biotite and retrograde chlorite and
muscovite. Less continuous occurrences of mylonitic gneiss are strain localized around
large leucopegmatite lozenges, generally formed because of competency contrast
between the orthogneiss and pegmatite. Pegmatite lozenges from 1 to 10 m thick
similarly act as strain markers displaying asymmetric deformation with top to the NNE or
ENE dextral asymmetry (Fig. 4.14a,b) on south and east facing exposures. Almost all
pegmatite occurrences within the orthogneiss are conformable with the local foliation and
sense of flattening.
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Figure 4.12 Transposed contact between Walker Mtn. orthogneiss and Paxton Fm.
granofels, located in south Spencer.

SSW

NNE

Figure 4.13 Lens of Rangeley Fm. rusty paragneiss (dashed yellow line) within the
Walker Mtn. orthogneiss, located on south end of Walker Mtn.
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Figure 4.14 A) Conformably flattened and deformed pegmatite lozenge within the
Walker Mtn. orthogneiss. Adjacent Mwo exhibits the regional flattening sense with
a prominent flat foliation that wraps the lozenge. B) Conformably flattened and
elongated pegmatite lozenge in the Walker Mtn. orthogneiss exposure on U.S.
Interstate 90, also note the continuous pegmatite stringers distributed throughout
the exposure.
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2. Modal Analyses
A suite of samples of Walker Mountain orthogneiss were analyzed by standard point
counting methods to determine modes for classification. Slides were stained to highlight
K-feldspar to assist in the point counting. Modal abundances of igneous minerals were
compared to the standard I.U.G.S. granite ternary diagram (Fig. 4.15).The Mwo ranges
from biotite-granite to biotite-tonalite.

Figure 4.15 Modal analyses for Mwo and related rock types.
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3. Aeromagnetic Characteristics
On the aeromagnetic map of Massachusetts (Daniels, 2004) (Fig. 4.16), a distinct
positive magnetic anomaly is observed that correlates with known Mwo localities. From
known localities and the observed distribution of the correlated aeromagnetic anomaly,
other WMO localities that are not readily exposed may be located. It is suggested here
that a roughly antiformal shape is present in the pattern of the aeromagnetic map in the
eastern portion of the quadrangle (Figure 4.21). The anomaly in question is best
described as a north verging antiform that has been asymmetrically deformed; each limb
outlines an “S” suggesting that the entire structure was folded multiple times in different
strain regimes.

Figure 4.16 Aeromagnetic map of Massachusetts (Daniels, 2004).
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D. Granitic Biotite-Gneiss
Mapped by Zen et al. (1983) as small lenses of coarse to medium grained granitic
Bt + Kfsp + Pl + Qtz gneiss (grg), the gneiss is proposed to be Devonian in age but its
age is unknown. Two minor occurrences of this lithology were observed within the East
Brookfield quadrangle: (1) east of the termination of the Ordovician gneiss complex
north of East Brookfield and (2) on Smithville Rd. northwest of Spencer. It is defined by
flat foliations comprised of shape preferred orientation of biotite and flattened quartz and
feldspars. Foliations are generally conformable with flat regional foliations. Rare halfmeter to meter scale isoclinal folds are present within this unit (Fig. 4.17) and biotitestreak lineation is common.

NE

SW

Figure 4.17 Isoclinal intrafolial fold within the granitic biotite gneiss of Zen et al.
(1983)
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E. Mafic and Felsic Gneiss Complex
1. Lithologic description
Units of undifferentiated mafic and felsic gneiss are common west of the SSWNNE trending string of ponds in the East Brookfield quadrangle (Fig. 5.3). Originally
depicted by Zen et al. (1983) as thin bands of Ordovician Partridge Fm., units included
biotite gneiss (Opbg), undifferentiated mafic and felsic gneisses of volcanic origin and
calc-silicate granofels (Opv), biotite gneiss of volcanic origin, minor amphibolite and
sulfidic schist (Opvs), layered felsic gneiss and schist (Opsg), and granitic biotite gneiss
of proposed Devonian age (grg). In remapping the East Brookfield quadrangle I have
rejected this classification system of the hierarchy of the Ordovician Partridge Fm. units
in favor of a new scheme that defines the separate units as one unit of mixed lithologies
and variably deformed textures while mapping the proposed Devonian granitic biotite
gneiss (grg) separately. This was done based on the fact that all units of undifferentiated
felsic and mafic gneiss occur in belts where outcrops separated by multiple kilometers are
of similar texture and mineral composition, as well as the pattern suggested by
aeromagnetic data. Berry (1989) similarly rejects the nomenclature of Zen et al. (1983)
regarding the Partridge Fm. metavolcanics and intrusives. Berry (1989) reclassifies the
Partridge Fm. as Leadmine Pond Gneiss (OZl) of proposed Proterozoic to Ordovician age
and describes it as undifferentiated, grey, feldspathic gneiss which serves as the basement
unit for the Brimfield-Sturbridge stratigraphy. The most extensive exposures in the East
Brookfield quadrangle occur west of Wolf Swamp, NNE of Alum Pond and along strike
to the southwest in the Wales quadrangle at the east side of Jane’s hill.
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Upon initial examination, many of the more felsic outcrops could be mistaken for
highly deformed leucopegmatites with small interlayered mafic lenses and folded layers.
The typical outcrop of mafic/felsic gneiss is light grey, coarse-grained, weakly foliated to
massive and well layered, and locally migmatitic. The compositions of any outcrop of
mafic/felsic gneiss are highly variable on the scale of meters. Felsic layers are composed
of coarse-grained Kfs + Pl+ Qtz with minor Bt + Grt. Mafic layers, stringers, and pods
(Fig. 4.18 a,b,c,de) are composed of medium to coarse grained Qtz + Pl + Hbl + Opx + Bt
+ minor oxides. Magnetic mineral phases within this unit are comprised of magnetite and
exsolved ilmenite (Fig. 19). Primary layering is defined by variably deformed gneiss, i.e.
quartz rich layers with abundant biotite are well foliated and are extended along strike,
these layers alternate with less deformed K-feldspar rich layers which highlight
asymmetric deformation on K-feldspar porphyroclasts. Many of the outcrops of
mafic/felsic gneiss are migmatitic. Pods and float of ultra-mafic lithologies were
observed within outcrops of predominantly grey, layered feldspathic gneisses north of
Alum Pond as well as at sub-crop rubble piles on the south end of Dan Mountain (Fig.
4.20), southwest of Alum Pond.
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NE

Figure 4.18a Typical outcrop of felsic gneiss at Wolf Swamp locality, note large fold
flattened into isoclinal pattern. Outcrop appearance ranges from slightly migmatitic
to massive and weakly foliated, to well layered. Inset shows a symmetrically
deformed clast of K-fsp indicating generally flattening type strains.
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NE

Figure 4.18b Interlayered mafic hornblende gneiss, typically exhibits a slabby,
crumbly appearance at the Wolf Swamp locality.
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Figure 4.18c Hornblende boudinage within the mafic gneiss of Ogc at Wolf Swamp
locality. Field notebook for scale.

SSW

NNE

Figure 4.18d Ledge of interlayered, strongly flattened hornblende gneiss within Ogc
located at the Wolf Swamp locality. Clipboard for scale.
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NE

Figure 4.18e Folded mafic pods and stringers within a more felsic portion of Ogc,
located just north of Alum Pond. Hammer for scale.

Figure 4.19 Magnetite and intergrown ilmenite from the complex of mafic and felsic
gneisses of the western half of the East Brookfield quadrangle.
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Figure 4.20 Sample from location EB10-10 of meta-ultramafic rock from the south
end of Dan Mountain and mafic pod within leucopegmatite of Ogc subcrop at Dan
Mountain.
2. Aeromagnetic Signal
The known localities of the mafic/felsic gneiss complex in the East Brookfield
quadrangle overlap directly with and are responsible for the highest aeromagnetic signals
in the quadrangle and surrounding area (Fig. 4.21). Two belts of mafic/felsic gneiss are
correlated with the large positive magnetic anomaly on the aeromagnetic map of
Massachusetts of Daniels (2004). At large outcrops of gneiss, a small field magnet was
employed to test if rocks exhibited any magnetic properties. Based on occurrence of
magnetic lithologies and the aeromagnetic pattern (Fig. 4.21), the bedrock map pattern is
interpreted as a plunging antiform (Fig. 5.3). The strong magnetic anomaly stretches from
the South Coventry quadrangle in north-central Connecticut northward to the East
Brookfield quadrangle where it terminates in what appears to be an east verging,
shallowly plunging fold. Assuming that outcrop-scale folds within the gneiss complex
(Fig. 4.18a) are mimicking larger scale folds (Nickelsen, 1963), a shallow northward
plunge is proposed for the fold.
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Figure 4.21 The color shaded aeromagnetic map of Massachusetts (Fig. 4.16) was
used in map interpretation once a magnetic signal could be correlated with a
specific lithology. Outcrops of dominantly felsic gneiss correlate well with observed
positive anomalies. Strongly negative anomalies correlate reliably with exposures of
Rangeley Fm. paragneiss.
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F. Granitic Leucopegmatites
Coarse-grained leucopegmatites composed of Kfs + Pl + Qtz + Grt ± minor Ms
and Bt are distributed throughout every lithologic unit within the East Brookfield
quadrangle. The leucopegmatites are commonly rimmed with biotite selvage. Pegmatite
is typically conformable to the regional foliation; some are moderately foliated and
lineated and locally mylonitic. Within the Walker Mountain orthogneiss (Mwo),
pegmatites are generally massive and weakly foliated, with grains of K-feldspar on the
order of 15 to 20 cm in size. Pegmatites within the Paxton Fm. are generally flattened and
conformable with the local foliation, often providing the only features by which folding
can be discerned. Some locations are defined by the presence of map-scale pegmatite
bodies which often include xenoliths of country rock, such as Paxton or Rangeley Fm.
lithologies.
Pegmatite bodies similarly correlate well with observed positive aeromagnetic
anomalies in the East Brookfield quadrangle. The pegmatite bodies are also superb
examples of the asymmetrical deformation that the region has experienced. Commonly,
large lozenges of pegmatite will display an asymmetrical sense of deformation typically
tops ENE or NNE (Fig. 4.14a). Lithologies enclosing the leucopegmatites will commonly
wrap around the pegmatite body, deflecting the foliations observed in those lithologies,
which accounts for local variation in foliation trends. A common outcrop appearance for
leucopegmatites is as a “whaleback” (Fig 4.22A) that is only partially exposed at the
ground surface. Mylonitic pegmatites (Fig. 4.23a,b) are present near boundaries with less
coherent rocks such as Rangeley Fm. paragneiss. The mylonitic pegmatites are only
observed where they are in close contact with rocks of lower competency, similar to what
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is observed in southwestern Maine by Solar and Brown (2001). A string of coarsegrained leucopegmatites within the Rangeley Fm. on the west side of Quaboag and
Quacumquasit ponds has large strung out inclusions of Rangeley Fm. paragneiss included
within them (Fig. 4.22 B). It is unknown at this stage how many separate generations of
pegmatite are present within the lithologies of the East Brookfield quadrangle. The
location of large pegmatite bodies was recorded as well as those locations where more
than 50% of the outcrop was composed of leucopegmatite (Fig. 5.2)
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B
Figure 4.22 A) Leucopegmatite “whaleback” trending NNE. Ridge continues for
approximately 40 meters and is 2-3 meters wide. B) Inclusions of Rangeley Fm.
paragneiss within a large leucopegmatite outcrop at the golf course in East
Brookfield.
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2 mm
Figure 4.23 A) Slab of mylonitic leucopegmatite cut perpendicular to the foliation
plane and parallel to the lineation direction. S-C fabrics with top to the NNE
asymmetry are defined by flattening quartz around K-feldspar clasts. B) Thinsection cut from slab along same orientation, showing rounded clasts of garnet and
thin bands of muscovite on foliation planes
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G. Jurassic Diabase
Small outcrops of fine-grained gabbro are present in the northeast part of the map
approximately ½ mile southeast of the village of East Brookfield. Another is depicted on
the state geologic map of Zen et al. (1983) in the southwest part of the map
approximately ¼ mile west from the south end of Quacumquasit Pond. However,
remapping of the area for this study did not confirm the presence of any diabase at that
location. These localities were originally mapped by Pomeroy (1975) and later remapped
by Robinson for the 1983 state geologic map of Massachusetts (Zen et al., 1983). Diabase
outcrops are massive and unfoliated, composed of medium grained Pl + Cpx + Ol (Fig.
4.24).

Figure 4.24 Hand-sample of Jurassic diabase of Pomeroy (1975).
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CHAPTER V. GENERAL MAP PATTERN
Contacts between units in the East Brookfield quadrangle (Fig. 5.0) are flat and
have dip directions ranging from NNW to SW. Units of igneous origin are not exempt
from this relationship as both the Mwo and Ogc show marked flattening strains and
shallow to moderate west-dipping foliations in almost all exposures. Foliations are flat
but are deflected near large pegmatite lozenges and rare outcrop scale folds. A strong
sense of flattening is pervasive in all units that generally overprints previous
deformational events preserved as dismembered folds, foliations and lineations.
Contacts between major map units were delineated in the southern portion of the
quadrangle by constructing geologic cross sections (Fig. 5.1, Sections A, B, C) from
outcrops on the Massachusetts Turnpike (U.S. Interstate 90) (Fig. 5.0). The E-W traverse
across the quadrangle was crucial to revealing the nature of contacts between map scale
units as well as the heterogeneities within each unit. Contacts strike NNE and on average
dip 37° WNW. Contacts are interpreted as folded together based on outcrop patterns,
others are gradational in nature. The contact between the Silurian Rangeley and Paxton
Fms. is hypothesized to originally be stratigraphic in nature based on the occurrence of
rusty weathering schists interlayered in the western extent of the Paxton. Thick layers of
rusty schist (approx. 75-90 m thick) thought to belong to the Rangeley Fm. are not
observed after the Podunk Pike outcrop section (Section A) along the Turnpike.
Evidence for west-dipping thrust faults mapped by Peper and Pease (1976) and
Berry (1989), which are shown projecting into the East Brookfield quadrangle on the
Massachusetts state geologic map of Zen et al. (1983), was not observed during field
work. In particular, the continuation of the Kinney Pond Fault of Peper and Pease (1976),
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into the East Brookfield quadrangle, is more probably a nonconformity involving the
eastern margin of the Ordovician gneiss complex (Ogc) and Rangeley Fm. metasediments
that was later transposed during regional flattening as evidenced by map patterns and
outcrop control. The continuation of the Rock Meadow Fault, also of Peper and Pease
(1976), by Zen et al. (1983) is also more likely a non-conformable contact between the
Rangeley Fm. and the Ogc which was transposed during late regional flattening. The
group of thrust faults bounding the Keach Pond Fault near the eastern center of the
quadrangle, mapped by Zen et al. (1983), is largely inferred from topographic patterns
that are likely caused by the inclusion and preferential weathering out of Rangeley Fm.
schist and paragneiss. Topographic lows correspond well with the occurrence of
Rangeley Fm. schists as evidenced by the easternmost margin of the Walker Mountain
and westernmost margin of the Podunk Pike turnpike road-cuts respectively, both of
which are defined by conformably flattened schist and paragneiss of the Rangeley Fm.
Thrust faults proposed by Peper et al. (1975) and Zen et al. (1983) are more appropriately
described as scattered zones of focused ductile strain, forming small, dominantly protomylonitic shear zones (Fig. 5.2)
No map scale folds of lithologic units were present in the original interpretation of
the area, with the exception of the Oakham Anticline, a proposed foliation arch north of
the study area (Robinson and Goldsmith, 1991). The occurrence of alternating schistose
and granofels units in the western portion of the mapped Paxton area may suggest an
overturned, now east-vergent, isoclinal fold-nappe. Likewise, east-vergent map scale
folds are interpreted to occur in the complex of mafic and felsic gneisses to the west of
the Rangeley/Paxton contact as well as in the Walker Mountain orthogneiss in the eastern
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part of the East Brookfield quadrangle, straddling the contact. These folds are interpreted
based on correlation of the outcrop pattern of lithologies with igneous protoliths and the
strong magnetic characteristics with the observed anomalies from the state aeromagnetic
map (Daniels, 2004). These proposed folds are hypothesized to have accommodated tens
of kilometers of shortening in the southern extent of the CMZ during Acadian orogenesis.
Most large-scale fold hinges have been destroyed as a result of isoclinal folding and dip
parallel elongation.
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Figure 5.0
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Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.2 Red polygons -Locations of high strain zones within the East Brookfield
quadrangle. While some zones parallel the proposed thrusts of Zen et al. (1983) the
high strain zones are not continuous enough to be classified as west over east thrusts
of either ductile or brittle nature and have prominently top to the north dextral
asymmetry. Red pluses – Areas composed of 50% or more pegmatite.
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Figure 5.3 Geologic map of the East Brookfield quadrangle.
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CHAPTER VI. MESOSCOPIC STRUCTURES
A. Foliations
The dominant planar foliations strike SSW-NNE to SW-NE and have a moderate
to shallow generally westward dip (Fig. 6.1). Foliations are generally planar and
conformable with contacts in all lithologies of the East Brookfield quadrangle. Typical
foliations in Rangeley Fm. rocks are defined by alternating layers of aligned
phyllosilicates and flattened leucosome layers. Paxton Fm. rocks have a less prominent
planar foliation due to low abundance of micaceous minerals, resulting in a typically
slabby, planar fracture, and weak foliation. Often pegmatite stringers provide the only
insight into the orientation of planar features within the Paxton Fm. Units of igneous
origin commonly occur with a moderately defined foliation composed of biotite and
flattened pegmatite stringers and lozenges. All foliated units show deviation from local
average foliation values caused by deflection of foliations around large (0.5- 10 m thick)
pegmatite lozenges and less commonly half-meter scale folding.
In phyllosilicate-rich layers, foliations are defined by the shape-preferred
orientation of grains that allow the minerals to grow in the most thermodynamically
advantageous manner possible: (e.g. coarse biotite flakes + fine grained muscovite +
coarse, acicular sillimanite). The average foliation for the Rangeley paragneisses is 014 ±
16 /38 ± 12 W. From these data it can be seen that variation in foliations is approximately
15% between outcrops of Rangeley Fm. paragneiss. In orthogneissic units, such as the
Walker Mountain Orthogneiss, foliations are variably defined and generally are
accompanied by a distinct inter-layering of pegmatites that have been conformably
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flattened. Foliations are generally defined by coarse biotite flakes + flattened quartz and
feldspar grains (Fig. 6.3).

B. High Strain Zones and Oblique Foliations
Foliations oblique to the dominant foliation are commonly observed in 0.5 to 5 m
thick protomylonitic shear zones within the Walker Mountain orthogneiss and associated
leucopegmatites. Other occurrences of oblique foliations are observed near large
pegmatite lozenges that locally deflect the foliation and create localized (generally < 1 m
thick) zones of high strain. Zones of high strain are defined by 20 cm to 1.5 m thick
protomylonitic to mylonitic Walker Mountain orthogneiss. Such zones are traceable
along strike for 1-2 kilometers where outcrops are easily found. Smaller zones of high
rheologic contrast define cm-scale protomylonitic bands near pegmatite lozenges.
Few occurrences of older foliation generations are preserved within the lithologies of the
East Brookfield quadrangle, i.e. the Walker Mountain orthogneiss and the Ordovician
gneiss complex. Dismembered fold hinges and limbs (Fig. 6.4) provide evidence that
earlier foliations existed prior to regional deformation. The most recent deformational
event has left many of the previous fabrics obscured, largely transposed, and conformable
with the regional, moderately west dipping foliation. Proto-mylonitic and mylonitic
foliations are generally conformable with regional foliations (Fig. 6.1E)
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C. Folds
Meter-scale folds are rare occurrences in the lithologies of the EBQ. The few that are
documented are generally overturned, tight to isoclinal intrafolial folds and flattened,
isoclinally folded pegmatite lozenges. More common are recumbent, tight to isoclinally
folded layers of pegmatite, approximately 1 cm to 15 cm thick that often parallel the local
lineation (Fig. 6.2). East-vergent folds with axial planes dipping NW-SW and hinge lines
trending SW-NE typify the study area. Limbs and axial planes of tight isoclinal folds of
pegmatite stringers typically are parallel to the local foliation dip angle suggesting that
the folds and local foliation may have a coincident origin, likely regional flattening. Thin,
highly disrupted layers of a calc-silicate and marble within the Rangeley paragneiss
exhibit tightly packed, folded and refolded isoclinal folds with attenuated limbs and
thickened hinges (Fig. 6.5). There is no strong pattern to the folded layer, making it
difficult to determine if the folds were all generated during one or multiple events.
Preferential weathering out of the marble matrix highlights the folded layers of calcsilicate, which are generally 1 cm to 5 cm in thickness. These disrupted layers are
conformable to the local foliation and layering and the hinge line axes tend to parallel the
local lineation direction. Within Mwo, folded pegmatite stringers are observed with
dismembered fold hinges and limbs (Fig. 6.4). Deformation associated with folding post
dates emplacement of Walker Mtn. orthogneiss and related pegmatites based on the
outcrop relationships (Fig. 8.2) and zircon age data (Fig. 8.4).
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D. Lineations
Lineations are defined most commonly by coarse-grained, acicular sillimanite
observed on flat but gently porpoising foliation surfaces of the Rangeley Fm. paragneiss
and schist (Fig. 6.6). Goodwin and Tikoff (2002) relate that stretching lineations will
form most readily within the least competent lithology, in this case the Rangeley Fm.
Two populations of sillimanite lineations are observed within EBQ lithologies: a
moderately west plunging, down-dip lineation and a shallowly dipping SSW to NNE
trending lineation (Fig. 6.2a). Within orthogneiss units, lineations are typically defined by
biotite, quartz, and K-feldspar streaks. Plunge bearings can vary significantly but have a
scatter similar to what is observed in the sillimanite lineations (Fig. 9.2b). Quartz and
feldspar rods and ribbons are obvious in outcrops of Mwo and Ogc which tend to define a
lineation on the underside of overhanging ledges (Fig. 6.7). Quartz and feldspars exhibit
dynamic recrystallization and grain size reduction to form thin ribbons and rods.
Sillimanite lineations tend to parallel hinges of meter scale folds where they are exposed
(Fig. 9.2a). Average lineation defined by sillimanite is: 015/13 NNE, average lineation
defined by fold hinge axes is: 017/09 NNE. The presence of sheath folds was suspected at
a few locations but could not be confirmed.
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E. Pegmatites
The ubiquitous presence of pegmatite lozenges, pods, layers and stringers within
every lithology of the EBQ serve as the principle markers for specific deformational
features therein. Very large (1-10 m scale in outcrop dimensions) pegmatite bodies occur
prominently in areas where CMZ country rock is abundant as well as within the variably
deformed units of Mwo and Ogc. Outcrops of pegmatite can be foliated (Fig. 6.8),
massive (Fig. 6.9), or mylonitic (Fig. 4.22a,b) Pegmatites are often observed as low to the
ground, elongate mounds that just barely protrude above ground level (Fig. 4.21). These
low mounds form long ridges that are often traceable along strike for tens to hundreds of
meters. Pegmatites typically provide the only available insight into the nature of folding
and kinematics (Fig. 6.10a,b,c,d) in some lithologies and are crucial to explaining
boudinage processes within almost every lithology (Fig 6.11).
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Figure 6.1 Lower hemisphere, equal area stereonet projections of poles to foliations
of each major lithologic unit in the East Brookfield quadrangle. A) Walker Mtn.
orthogneiss; B) Rangeley Fm. paragneiss; C) Paxton Fm. granofels; D) Mafic/Felsic
gneiss; E) All foliations (contoured) overlaid with proto-mylonitic (red) and
mylonitic (pink) foliations.
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Figure 6.2 A) Contoured sillimanite lineations (n=56) overlaid with fold hinge axes
(purple dots) from decimeter- to meter-scale folds (n= 12). B) Contoured sillimanite
lineations (n=56) overlaid with Bt-streak and feldspar/quartz rod lineations (pink
dots) (n=18). C) Sillimanite lineations from the Rangeley Fm. in the Winchendon
quadrangle along strike to the north of the East Brookfield quadrangle. D)
Sillimanite lineations from the Wales (Wa) quadrangle SW of the East Brookfield
(EB) quadrangle, a similar girdle is recorded in stereonet (A) as those in (D).
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Figure 6.3 a) Exposure of Mwo exhibiting intersecting foliations defined by the
alignment of Bt-flakes and flattened Qtz and Pl. b) Bt-foliation in grey weathering
Rangeley Fm. paragneiss, foliations are deflected as they wrap around coarse garnet
grains.
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Figure 6.4 Flattened and dismembered isoclinal fold hinges in Walker Mountain
orthogneiss at cliffs below Carpenter Rocks; outcrop is vertical section through
foliation plane.
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Figure 6.5 Layer of multiply folded calc-silicate granofels and marble of the
Rangeley Fm. at Molasses Hill location. Note thickened hinges attenuated limbs.
Fold hinge axes are generally sub-parallel to the regional lineation orientation.

W

Figure 6.6 Moderately west plunging sillimanite lineation observed on gently
dipping surface of Rangeley Fm. rusty paragneiss.
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Figure 6.7 West plunging lineations in over-hanging ledges of a) Mwo in Wells Park
and b) Ogc north of Devils Elbow trail; both defined by Bt- and Kfsp-streaks.
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Figure 6.8 Foliated, proto-mylonitic leucopegmatite within the Rangeley Fm.
paragneiss at Wolf Swamp location. Foliation is formed by flattened quartz and Kfeldspar. Oblique foliations are developing with a dextral, top north and top east
sense of asymmetry on vertical east and south facing exposures.
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Figure 6.9 Coarse-grained, massive leucopegmatite at the top of Walker Mountain
(A) and the golf course in East Brookfield (B). Dashed outlines highlight the grain
size within pegmatites.
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Figure 6.10 A) Dextral, top to the north asymmetry on a leucopegmatite pod in Ogc
of Wolf Swamp locality. B) Dextral, top to the ENE asymmetry on folded pegmatite
stringer in Mwo of Wells Park. C) Coarse-grained leucopegmatite stringers being
pulled apart within Mwo exposure at the CSX train depot in Spencer. D) Top to the
north, dextral asymmetry is exhibited by a pegmatite stringer in an exposure of Ogc
on the hills north of Devil’s Elbow trail in North Brookfield.
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Figure 6.11 A) Leucopegmatite boudinage within Paxton Fm. granofels extending
N-S with a west bearing boudin-axis, notebook for scale, Brunton compass on
foliation surface. B) Large-scale boudinage within Ogc in North Brookfield, mafic
gneiss wraps around the boudins which are extending NNE-SSW with a WNW
bearing boudin-axis, hammer for scale. C) Leucosome boudinage within the
Rangeley Fm. paragneiss in North Brookfield.
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CHAPTER VII. MICROSTRUCTURES
A. Metamorphic Overview
Meta- igneous and sedimentary units in the East Brookfield quadrangle exhibit
evidence of having attained peak metamorphic grades characteristic of the Acadian
granulite facies high of the central New England Appalachians (Thomson, 1992). Igneous
units exemplifying the granulite facies high include the Walker Mountain orthogneiss
(Mwo) with metamorphic clinopyroxene and the mafic/felsic gneiss complex of proposed
Ordovician age (Ogc) which contains orthopyroxene. Metapelitic lithologies of the
Silurian Rangeley and Paxton Fms. both contain the assemblage Crd + Grt + Sil + Kfsp.

B. Microstructural Relationships
Textures observed at the outcrop, hand-sample, and thin-section scales support a
plutonic origin for the Walker Mountain orthogneiss. Outcrops and hand samples
highlight the occurrence of metamorphic and deformational features such as foliations,
lineations, and folds. However, in some locations relict igneous textures are preserved in
portions of the orthogneiss that were not as severely affected by deformational processes
(Fig. 7.1 A). Peak mineral assemblages in the Walker Mountain orthogneiss are defined
by the occurrence of Cpx + Grt. Garnet and clinopyroxene are commonly observed
within mylonitic to proto-mylonitic Walker Mountain orthogneiss (Fig. 7.1 B, C). Sparse,
fine-grained Chl is observed in contact with biotite and in fractured garnet, exhibiting
evidence for a weak retrograde metamorphism (Fig. 7.1 D).
Deformational features common to Mwo include a moderate foliation defined by
shape-preferred orientation of biotite flakes as well as flattened quartz and K-feldspar
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(Fig. 7.2). Quartz is typically recrystallized and often forms thin (< 1 mm) ribbons at both
outcrop and thin section scales (Fig. 7.2). S-C fabrics are common in proto-mylonites of
Walker Mountain orthogneisss (Fig. 7.1 C). Biotite-defined foliations tend to wrap and
deflect around porphyroblasts of Grt, Kfsp, and Pl within the orthogneiss as well as form
oblique foliations (Fig. 7.4B). Evidence of strike-parallel extension is also observed at the
microscopic scale where pinch-swell features are defined by recrystallized and stretched
plagioclase and quartz (Fig. 7.4A). Garnet generally contains inclusions of quartz and
opaque minerals, shows alteration to biotite, and exhibits asymmetric pressure shadows
where quartz or biotite grains nucleate. Asymmetric plagioclase and garnet provide the
primary kinematic indicators (Fig. 7.5). Accessory minerals in Walker Mountain are
apatite, magnetite/ilmenite, zircon, and metamict, zoned grains of allanite (Fig 7.6).
The lenses of granitic biotite gneiss mapped by Zen et al. (1983) similarly exhibit
porphyroblastic Grt and a well developed Bt-foliation. Bt-tails in the pressure shadows of
asymmetrically deformed clasts of plagioclase are common (Fig. 7.7). The most
prominent micro-structural feature of the granitic gneiss is the well developed S-C fabric
defined by asymmetrically deformed plagioclase, wrapped by Bt-folia and dynamically
recrystallized quartz grains (Fig. 7.7). Deformation of this rock has produced augen
structures at multiple scales within the scope of one thin section.
The complex of mafic and felsic gneisses in the western half of the quadrangle is
defined by the metamorphic assemblage Opx + Grt + Kfsp. Orthopyroxene is generally
poikilitic and sub- to anhedral (Fig. 7.8). Foliation is weak within this lithology, defined
by sparse biotite flakes and flattened quartz and K-feldspar (Fig. 7.8) as compositional
layering is more prominent than shape preferred alignment of biotite.
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Rangeley Fm. paragneiss is the primary regional lithology for defining the
mineral assemblage of the Acadian granulite facies high in central Massachusetts. Garnet
is commonly observed with coarse, variably oriented sillimanite inclusions and quartz
inclusion trails (Fig. 7.9). Breakdown of Crd + Grt to Bt + Sil recorded in the Rangeley
paragneiss is the best evidence for a retrograde metamorphic event having occurred
within zone VI of Thomson et al. (1992). The assemblage Crd + Grt + Bt + Sil similarly
defines the deformational fabrics within the paragneiss. S-C fabrics are defined by Bt +
Sil wrapping around clasts of Pl, Grt, and Crd in sections cut parallel to the lineation
direction (Fig. 7.9). Porphyroblasts of garnet are commonly observed with dextral top to
the north asymmetry in sections cut parallel to the lineation direction (Fig. 7.9). Layers
defined by leucosomes and flattened pegmatite stringers are locally protomylonitic and
composed of strained quartz and feldspar grains that have undergone dynamic
recrystallization (Fig. 7.10A). Mylonitic pegmatites have generally subhedral grains of
garnet nucleating around large clasts of K-feldspar (Fig. 7.10B), similar to the reported
findings of Thompson et al. (1992).
Rangeley Fm. paragneiss generally exhibits Grt breakdown to Sil + Bt as a result
of retrograde metamorphism (Fig. 7.11B). Garnet is typically full of quartz inclusions and
similarly displays dextral top E or NE asymmetry in sections cut parallel to the lineation
direction. Biotite is typically present within the pressure shadows of asymmetrically
deformed garnet (Fig. 7.11B). Paxton Fm. granofels often shows a resorbed texture in
grains of garnet. Coarse but sparse sillimanite defines lineations on foliation surfaces
defined by weak alignment of biotite.
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Figure 7.1 A) Coarse biotite flakes in a plagioclase and quartz matrix, original
igneous texture of Walker Mountain orthogneiss protolith, sample EB10-26.
B) Subhedral grain of Cpx in Mwo with retrograde hornblende surrounding it,
sample EB10-29b. C) Metamorphic garnet within proto-mylonitic to mylonitic Mwo
of Carpenter Hill, sample EB10-280. D) Fine-grained, retrograde chlorite alteration
on biotite flakes in Mwo, sample EB10-18.
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Figure 7.2 Thin section of sample EB10-29b is cut perpendicular to foliation plane
for a cross-section view. Aligned biotite and quartz ribbons define the foliation.
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Figure 7.3 Thin section cut from sample 26a of protomylonitic leucosome in the
Paxton Fm. Distinct bands of quartz form ribbons as a result of sub-grain formation
and grain size reduction. An S-C fabric is also developing along grain boundaries of
the quartz in the ribbon. Plagioclase feldspars have recrystallized with biotite flakes
in the pressure shadows, which form symmetrical tails.
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Figure 7.4 A) Pinch and swell fabric within protomylonitic Mwo, sample EB10-61.
B) Oblique foliations defined by biotite and recrystallized quartz in protomylonitic
Walker Mountain orthogneiss.
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Figure 7.5 Dextral asymmetry on biotite tails of a garnet porphyroblast of garnet,
sample EB10-130.

Figure 7.6 Epidote, nucleating on cores composed of Allanite in a protomylonitic
matrix of biotite, plagioclase, and quartz. Inclusions of apatite are also present,
sample EB10-54.
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Figure 7.7 Dextral asymmetry highlighted by biotite tails on a plagioclase
porphyroclast and recrystallized quartz ribbons. Quartz ribbons (blue) and biotite
foliation also define the intersecting foliations (S-C’ fabric) of the granitic biotite
gneiss (grg), sample EB10-272.

Figure 7.8 Sample EB10-81 of felsic gneiss from the Ogc unit at the Wolf Swamp
locality displaying orthopyroxene, garnet and weak biotite foliation.
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Figure 7.9 Thin section from sample EB10-458, Rangeley Fm. paragneiss: A) Garnet
porphyroblasts record multiple stages of growth. Cores of garnets are defined by
randomly oriented needles of fibrolitic sillimanite; rims are typically more
homogenous in texture with the exception of included quartz grains as in (B).
C) Grains of cordierite are typically completely altered to pinnite (Pn). Retrograde
mineral reactions have caused cordierite and garnet to breakdown to biotite and
sillimanite as seen in all three slides. Dextral, top to the NNE asymmetry is observed
on a biotite “mica fish”.
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Figure 7.10 A) Flattened, dynamically recrystallized quartz and fibrolitic sillimanite
within the leucosomes of the Rangeley Fm., sample EB10-215B) Subhedral garnets
nucleating around a clast of K-feldspar in a mylonitic pegmatite near the contact of
Rangeley and Paxton Fms. in Wells park, sample EB10-15c.
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Figure 7.11 A) Garnet porphyroblast in Paxton Fm. granofels breaking down to
sillimanite and biotite; biotite tails are symmetrical, exemplifying flattening strains
at the thin-section scale within the Paxton Fm. B) Garnet porphyroblast is
disaggregated as it is retrograded to a sillimanite and biotite assemblage that forms
the dextral, top to the east S-C’ fabric. C) X-ray maps showing homogenous
distribution of Ca, Mg, and Mn in garnet.
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CHAPTER VIII. GEOCHRONOLOGY
A. Methods
Tonalitic Walker Mountain orthogneiss (Fig. 8.1A,B) and a folded granitic
pegmatite (Fig. 8.2)within the orthogneiss were sampled for geochronology to determine
the crystallization age and time of subsequent deformation. Samples of Mwo were
selected from locations that exhibited the least amount of deformation in hopes of
recovering true igneous ages that had not been reset by metamorphism. Heavy liquid
mineral separation was employed after samples were prepared using standard jawcrushing/disc-milling, sieving, and magnetic separation. CL imaging was used to show
characteristic style of zoning (Fig. 8.3). The 250 µm size fraction was utilized in the
analysis of zircon grains by SHRIMP II at the Curtin University of Technology in Perth,
Western Australia (D.P. Moecher, pers. comm. 2011).
B. Results
SHRIMP analysis of multiple zircon grains from both lithologies yielded
concordant early Mississippian ages of 356 ± 2 Ma (1 σ) for the orthogneiss and 353 ± 2
Ma for the pegmatite (1 σ) (D.P. Moecher, pers. comm., 2011) (Fig. 8.4). These ages are
interpreted as igneous crystallization ages based on CL imaging of zircon. The ages for
each unit are consistent with the relative age relations based on outcrop evidence (Fig.
8.2, Fig. 6.4). As both the orthogneiss and the pegmatite are folded by the youngest phase
of deformation, the folding must be younger than 353 Ma.
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Figure 8.1 A) Hand-sample EB10-26 of dated Walker Mountain orthogneiss (Mwo)
exhibiting the least amount of deformation of any locality where Mwo was observed.
B) Thin-section from EB10-26, displaying a coarse-grained, hypidiomorphic texture.
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Figure 8.2 Typical boudinaged pegmatite within the Walker Mtn. orthogneiss that
was sampled for geochronology.

Figure 8.3 Representative CL images of analyzed zircons from tonalite EB10-26
(left) and pegmatite SB10-1 (right). Zircons analyzed from EB10-26 were fragments
of larger grains since the 250 µm size fraction was utilized. Zircons from the
pegmatite (SB10-1) were analyzed both on cores and rims which produced
statistically indistinguishable ages at the 1σ error level.
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Figure 8.4 A) Conchordia plots for EB10-26 and SB10-1, B) Tera-Wasserburg plots
for EB10-26 and SB10-1.
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CHAPTER IX. KINEMATIC INTERPRETATION
A. Flattening Features
The characteristic aspect of the constituent East Brookfield lithologies is that they
exhibit a strong sense of flattening at all scales. Planar structures with a consistent
orientation are common in all lithologies (Fig. 6.1). Examples of deformation are
observed in the pegmatite component of the Walker Mountain orthogneiss, Rangeley Fm.
and certain marble units of the Rangeley Fm. (Fig. 4.7). Commonly, large porphyroclasts
of K-feldspar and quartz in the orthogneiss have symmetrical tails. Paxton Fm. granofels
typically exhibit porphyroblastic/clastic garnets with symmetrical pressure shadows and
strongly flattened calc-silicate lozenges and boudinage (Fig. 4.8). Thin isoclinally folded
pegmatite stringers in the Paxton Fm. similarly exemplify the nature of flattening (Fig.
9.3). Isoclinally folded pegmatite stringers exhibit boudinage necks developing after
flattening when limbs are brought into parallelism (Fig. 9.4).
The Ogc unit has a conspicuous and continuous gneissosity in both mafic and
felsic components as well as symmetrical tails on K-feldspar porphyroclasts (Fig. 4.18a)
and flattened hornblende boudinage (Fig. 4.18c). Inclined, flat foliations with lineations
generally perpendicular to the strike of said foliations exemplify the nature of fabrics
associated with proposed transpression models as described by Teyssier and Tikoff
(1999). Pure flattening in deforming rocks is accommodated by equal degrees of
horizontal and vertical extrusion during modeling (Teyssier and Tikoff, 1999). Increasing
amounts of lateral extrusion are provided for by a component of pure shear along the
deforming zone (Teyssier and Tikoff, 1999). Deformational features and shear
characteristics of lithologies in the East Brookfield quadrangle tend to typify an area
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where rocks have experienced intense flattening deformation and plane strain as
suggested by the model of Teyssier and Tikoff (1999) (Fig. 9.1)

Figure 9.1 Modified from Teyssier and Tikoff (1999), pure flattening deformation as
a result of transpression is accommodated in models by adding a component of
simple shear.
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B. Constrictional Features
Constrictional deformation was documented along strike of the EBQ in the
Winchendon quadrangle by O’Brien (2009) and further north along strike in
southwestern Maine by Solar and Brown (2001). Within the EBQ, evidence of
constrictional deformation was similarly observed and documented. Deformation features
within the EBQ hypothesized to have resulted from constriction include: multi-scale
“pinch and swell” structures, tight to isoclinal folding with hinge lines parallel to the
regional lineation, and a pervasive stretching lineation defined by coarse-grained
sillimanite. The most conspicuous feature indicative of constrictional deformation are the
multi-scale pinch and swell structures observed in almost every lithology of the EBQ.
Meter scale “pinch and swell” structures in the Rangeley Fm. paragneiss are defined by
large (approx. 2 to 4 meters thick) lozenges of paragneiss that exhibit elongation parallel
to the regional N-S lineation direction (Fig. 9.2b) and along-strike thinning to a tapered
point. Leucosomes within Rangeley Fm. paragneiss similarly exhibit a “pinch and swell”
deformation (Fig. 4.1). In the western limb of the Ogc unit, strike parallel “pinch and
swell” structures were similarly observed. The wavelength of “pinch and swell” features
is much larger within this lithology, approximately 25-30 meters on average (Fig. 9.2a).
Pinch and swell structures are hypothesized to be evidence of heterogeneously distributed
strain as a result transpression (Robin and Cruden, 1994). The prevalence of pinch and
swell structures within the lithologies of the East Brookfield quadrangle exemplify the
nature of material being extruded from a zone of transpression as described by Robin and
Cruden (1994). The occurrence of folds with hinge axes sub-parallel to the local
stretching lineation provides widely accepted evidence that constrictional deformation
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played a role in the extension/extrusion of lithologies within the EBQ. Development of
map- and mesoscale folds with axes parallel to the direction of greatest extension is
proposed as the most efficient method of accommodating across-strike shortening in a
constrictional deformation setting (Wood, 1973). The East Brookfield quadrangle
approximates a large area of constrictional deformation in the context of Wood's (1973)
description of the Moine nappe of northwest Scotland. The proposed map scale fold in
the western half of the quadrangle (trending NNE-SSW) contains and is bordered by
Rangeley Fm. paragneiss with sillimanite stretching lineations and boudinage structures
all paralleling the strike of the fold axis. Both map- as well as outcrop-scale constrictional
deformation is supported by the structural elements of the East Brookfield quadrangle.
Such an example of constrictional deformation occurring at the mesoscale is exemplified
by calc-silicate and marble units where multiply folded and deformed layers have hinges
that are sub-parallel to the local lineation directions (Fig. 4.5). It is unclear as to whether
folds in this unit developed in separate events or progressively. However, absence of an
overprinting relationship between the multiple scales of folds is recognized as a typical
pattern produced by general constriction by Ghosh et al. (1995). Due to constrictional
deformation experienced by Rangeley Fm. metasediments, the foliations exhibit very low
amplitude folding (pinch and swell) that results in a slight variation of lineation plunge.
As a result lineations from most outcrops of Rangeley paragneiss will exhibit both SSW
and NNE plunging sillimanite lineations. It is hypothesized by Goodwin and Tikoff
(2002) that lineations developed within more competent lithologies may not reflect the
direction of greatest extension as well as those formed in the less competent lithologies.
The Rangeley Fm. predominantly reflects the NNE-SSW sillimanite stretching lineations,
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whereas the Walker Mountain orthogneiss generally has west plunging biotite streak or
quartz rod lineations. Therefore the tectonite fabrics of the Rangeley Fm. are generally
approximating the orientation of greatest extension and the Walker Mountain orthogneiss
is approximating the direction of greatest across-strike shortening or contraction.
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Figure 9.2 a) “Pinch and swell” within felsic gneiss of the Ogc unit at the Wolf
Swamp locality, clipboard for scale. b) “Pinch and swell” within Rangeley Fm.
paragneiss at the south end of Gay Hill within the Sidney Rd. neighborhood.
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Figure 9.3 Isoclinally folded pegmatite stringers within the Paxton Fm. exemplify
the nature of folding as a result of pervasive flattening strain.

W

E

Figure 9.4 Boudinaged limbs of an isoclinally folded pegmatite stringer in the
Paxton Fm. shows extension occurred during flattening when fold limbs were being
brought into parallelism. Typically hinges are dismembered as in the Walker Mtn.
orthogneiss.
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C. Asymmetry
Tight to isoclinal intrafolial folds, folded pegmatite stringers, S-C/C’ shear
fabrics, and tails on porphyroblasts show dominantly dextral asymmetry top to the NE
and E when viewed in vertical strike-parallel and strike-perpendicular surfaces (Fig.4.8;
4.9; 4.14a; 6.3a,b; 6.10a,b,c,d). In places where flattening strains are very prominent,
asymmetry tends to be more ambiguous often highlighted by porphyroclasts tails with
opposite senses of asymmetry in the same outcrop (Figure 4.8). There are no occurrences
of only sinistral asymmetric features at any single location within the lithologies of the
EBQ. Pegmatite lozenges are the most common asymmetric strain markers, displaying
top to the east dextral and top to the north dextral asymmetries (Figure 4.14a).
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CHAPTER X. DISCUSSION
A. Comparison with previous mapping efforts
1. Introduction
After completion of 1:24,000 scale mapping of the East Brookfield quadrangle,
new names and descriptions have been applied to units previously mapped by those of the
U.S.G.S. (Pomeroy, 1975; Peper and Pease, 1976; Seiders, 1976), the
U.S.G.S./Massachusetts State Geological Survey joint mapping effort (Zen et al., 1983)
and H.N. Berry (1989). These studies were interested in the lithologic and structural
architecture of the southern CMZ, previously referred to as the Merrimack Synclinorium
and considered a major latest Ordovician through Devonian depositional basin located
east (present coordinates) of the Bronson Hill Anticlinorium. A comparison of the
descriptions and occurrences of the units that were previously proposed to occur within
the EB quad with the present EDMAP effort is provided here.

2. Structural and Lithologic Distinctions from Previous Interpretations
Mapping by Berry (1989), was undertaken from a stratigraphic perspective and is
framed in the context of Hall and Robinson’s (1982) three stage Alpine model for
Acadian deformation in southern New England. Berry typically interprets parallelism of
layering in adjacent lithologies as relict bedding or conformable contacts. A more
contemporary hypothesis explaining the parallelism of layered metasedimentary rocks is
that they represent lithologic differences and contacts transposed and flattened in an
episode of post-Acadian deformation. Across-strike comparison of structures observed in
the Palmer quadrangle (Peterson, 1992; Massey, 2010) with those in the East Brookfield
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quadrangle support the hypothesis that transpression-driven flattening was not confined
to the gneiss domes and mantling units of the Bronson Hill Anticlinorium and that its
effects were manifest as far east as the southern portion of the CMZ. Within the East
Brookfield quadrangle, contacts between lithologic units are proposed to be transposed
based on observed kinematic and textural features at the outcrop, hand sample, and thin
section scales. Brittle thrust fault discontinuities proposed by Zen et al. (1983) were not
observed within the East Brookfield quadrangle.
Map scale thrust faults in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area, proposed by Berry
(1989), were done so on the basis of truncation of units at the outcrop scale. Further map
scale truncations of lithologies were inferred from outcrop patterns. Outcrop-scale
truncations have shown to be unreliable evidence of map-scale thrust faults within the
East Brookfield quadrangle. Thrust faults proposed by Berry are couched in nappe- and
backfold-stage tectonics of Hall and Robinson (1982). They are proposed to have
originally formed as east-dipping thrust nappes were transported west during Acadian
deformation, resulting in the repetition of an inferred stratigraphy. Subsequent eastdirected Neo-Acadian backfolding is proposed to have overturned the sequence so that it
now dips to the west and proposed Precambrian (Z) to Ordovician basement gneisses are
positioned in the foot wall with Silurian metasediments in the hanging wall. Kinematics
of original top to the west thrust asymmetry should now reflect a top to the west normal
asymmetry.
Peper and Pease (1976) similarly argue for the presence of numerous crystalline
thrusts in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area that imbricate a regional stratigraphy with no
repetition of units. Fault-related contacts within the East Brookfield quadrangle were
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inferred by Zen et al. (1983) based on outcrop discontinuities and the thrust faults
mapped by Peper et al. (1975) and Peper and Pease (1976). These faults cannot be traced
reliably due to limited outcrop exposure and more importantly a high grade metamorphic
overprint that has obscured and transposed contacts within gneisses of felsic and mafic
affinities. Stratigraphy, inferred or otherwise, and top west kinematic indicators were not
observed in the present study within the East Brookfield quadrangle.
Conformable contacts between the Rangeley and Paxton Fms. are hypothesized
by Berry (1989) as shown on his Plate 1 map. Zen et al. (1983) propose that the contact is
more likely a brittle thrust fault. Detailed mapping of the two formations in the East
Brookfield quadrangle revealed that the rusty schist of the Rangeley and the slabby
granofels of the Paxton are repeated and conformably flattened in an outcrop along the
Mass. Turnpike (U.S. Interstate 90). After 1:24000 scale mapping in the East Brookfield
quadrangle, two hypotheses for the nature of the Rangeley Fm./ Paxton Fm. contact are
presented here: (1) The contact is stratigraphic with the formations inter-tonguing and
subsequently back-folded to the east; (2) The contact is a ductile thrust contact in which a
now east-vergent fold nappe is preserved.
Berry (1989) proposed a conformable contact between the Rangeley and Paxton
Fms. in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area south of the East Brookfield quadrangle. Peper et
al. (1975) argued for brittle shearing along the Kinney Pond Fault in the Westford
quadrangle in northern Connecticut, implying a thrust contact. They project this fault
south to central Connecticut where it forms the southern boundary of the CMZ. A
northward projection of the Kinney Pond fault by Zen et al. (1983) continues as a thrust
fault contact on the west side of Walker Mountain that closely traces the NNE trending
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string of ponds in the East Brookfield quadrangle then dies out south of Lake Lashaway
(Fig. 5.3). However, geologic evidence for such a fault is not observed.
The distinction between Paxton and Rangeley Fms. has been difficult to discern
as discussed by Berry (1989) and others who recount that where rusty schists are
interbedded with granofels and where granofels is interbedded with schists, the
distinction is impossible to make. However, the occurrence of rusty schists inter-layered
with the Paxton Fm. along the Massachusetts Turnpike (Interstate 90) suggests that the
contact between them is folded. Further, the strongly diminished occurrence of rusty
schist layers within the Paxton Fm to the east of this location suggests that the presence
of rusty schist elsewhere in the Paxton Fm. may be related to internal stratigraphic
complexity of the Paxton Fm. instead of a Rangeley/Paxton contact. Tight to isoclinal
folding at all scales is ubiquitous to the region and consistent with folding styles in the
surrounding region. Therefore, the folding of a contact between Rangeley and Paxton
Fms. is supported by the outcrop pattern observed at the Podunk Pike exposure on the
MA turnpike.
Berry interprets a relict stratigraphy within the hierarchy of metasedimentary units
that structurally succeed the basal Lead Mine Pond Gneiss unit (OZl). The eastern most
units of Ozl (Lead Mine Pond belt and Jane’s Hill belt) project northeastward into the
East Brookfield quadrangle by Zen et al. (1983) and designated as Ordovician Partridge
volcanic schist and Ordovician Partridge biotite gneiss. After mapping for this study, the
“Lead Mine Pond belt” and the “Jane’s Hill belt” have been redefined as the eastern and
western limbs of an overturned, shallow plunging map scale folded complex of mafic and
felsic gneisses in the East Brookfield quadrangle. The Rangeley Fm. of Berry (1989) in
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the Brimfield-Sturbridge area occurs as a variably deformed unit that exhibits a
comparable mineralogy with variable textures similar to the Rangeley Fm. in the East
Brookfield quadrangle. The Rangeley map unit is retained in this study.
After 1:24,000 scale mapping of the East Brookfield quadrangle, lithologies
previously mapped as members of the Silurian Paxton and Ordovician Partridge Fms. by
Zen et al. (1983), were reclassified as belonging to the Rangeley formation. This was
based on mineralogical and textural similarities as well as correlations initiated by Hatch
et al. (1983) in southeast New Hampshire and northern Massachusetts, and continued into
southern Massachusetts by Berry (1989). Units designated as Paxton Fm. biotite schist
were reclassified as the standard Paxton lithology of greenish-purplish granofels with
associated calc-silicate pods. Separate map units of Paxton Fm. calc-silicate granofels
were removed since they did not show a mappable pattern at the 1:24,000 scale.
The importance of what was attempted by Robinson and Berry (1989) in terms of
mapping in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area cannot be overlooked in its effort to provide a
reliable stratigraphy that could be used to unify two differing interpretations on the
stratigraphy of the southern Central Maine zone (Zen et al., 1983; Rodgers, 1985).
However, there are still many questions regarding the proposed stratigraphic sequence
that is poorly understood in terms of the emplacement, either eruptive or intrusive, of its
most basal unit (OZl) and whether all the layers ascribed to the basal layer are in fact
genetically related. The ambiguities that are associated with the various textural
descriptions of the gneissic units are too many to ignore in this case and should be reevaluated. At the map scale, the differences in what was mapped recently compared to
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what was mapped previously plays a very important role on interpretation of the nature of
the regional deformation regime.

B. Dextral Transpression in the East Brookfield Quadrangle
Evidence for Acadian nappe stage deformation may be present within the East
Brookfield quadrangle but is still a hypothesis (i.e. possible fold nappe preserved on
turnpike outcrop discussed in chapter 5). However, evidence for a deformational event
that transposed lithologic contacts and foliations within map units of the EB quadrangle
is abundant as mentioned in the mesoscopic structures chapter. Evidence for an event
causing a large-scale overprint of deformational features is observed by Massey (2010) in
the Palmer quadrangle, Field (1975) in the Ware area to the northwest of the EB
quadrangle, and Peterson (1992) in the CBSZ. Waters et al. (2003) acknowledge the
importance of observing deformational features at a range of scales to understand the
processes that lead to the final geometry of a deformed body. Goodwin and Williams
(1996) relate that strain partitioning at deep crustal levels caused by transpressional
deformation will result in a number of meso-scale structures that record the deformation.
Lithologic and structural heterogeneity plays an important role in the development
and subsequent destruction of deformational features (Waters et al., 2003). Part of the
reason for conducting mapping in the East Brookfield quadrangle was to constrain
whether or not transpressional tectonics played a role in deforming the constituent rocks
of the quadrangle as per Massey and Moecher’s question (p.A-2-17, 2008a).
Deformational mechanisms and asymmetries observed at the outcrop to thin-section scale
in the East Brookfield quadrangle suggest that one or more of the proposed
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transpressional strain mechanisms highlighted by Massey and Moecher (2008a) have
affected this region.
At the scale of regional deformation, the southern portion of the CMZ,
specifically the westernmost part exposed in the EBQ, could have accommodated a large
degree of strain due to a high competency contrast with the neighboring Bronson Hill
gneiss domes. Based on the deformational features and patterns observed, the western
edge of the CMZ accommodated similar degrees of strain as the obliquely displacing
Avalonian block as described by Massey and Moecher (2008a) and likely accommodated
part of the strain of oblique convergence of Avalonia with the Bronson Hill arc. On a
regional scale, the western CMZ may have acted as the zone of non-coaxial strain or
“simple shear” during the oblique convergence of Avalonia with “medial New England”
within the East Brookfield quadrangle. Evidence to support this assertion is observed
within the “pinch and swell” structures present in almost every lithology of the
quadrangle. The belts of Leadmine Pond gneiss/Ordovician Partridge volcanics mapped
by Berry (1989) and Zen et al. (1983) are of uncertain age. It is at least suggested by
Berry (1989) that these rocks may represent crystalline basement of Ordovician to
Proterozoic age. A comprehensive study, in which dating of igneous zircon from this
lithology, would provide an informative insight into the age of the basal layer of Berry’s
(1989) Brimfield-Sturbridge map. These belts of gneiss may be representative of “medial
New England” basement as they lie directly between the eastern and western boundaries
proposed by Robinson et al. (1998) for “medial New England”. Application of Massey’s
(2010) technique of dating metamorphic monazite in deformational features within the
gneisses may provide further insight into the nature and timing of late Acadian
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deformation associated with the convergence of Avalon and “medial New England”.
Application of traditional age dating of igneous zircon would similarly be useful in
discerning the origin of said gneisses.
Considering the lithologies of the East Brookfield quadrangle as a coherent unit
and representative of the southwestern CMZ as part of the obliquely “pressing” block
may help to illustrate the nature of the strain that was distributed throughout the
quadrangle. As a whole unit, the competency contrasts among units of the East
Brookfield quadrangle were rather low as indicated by the nature of prominent boudinage
structures. Waters et al. (2003) state that boudin shape is directly related to the degree of
competency contrast between adjacent layers. Typical boudinage geometry within the
lithologies of the EB quadrangle reflect “pinch and swell” type structures indicating a
low degree of competency contrast. Most of the quadrangle is composed of lowcompetency metasedimentary rocks that had experienced a high degree of Acadian
thermal metamorphism.
While the leucosomes that formed during partial melting of Rangeley Fm.
paragneiss induced competency contrasts within the unit, as indicated by many meter
scale structures, the leucosomes may have resulted in strengthening the unit as a whole
and lowering competency contrast between it and adjacent Walker Mtn. orthogneiss and
the Mafic-Felsic gneiss unit in the western part of the quadrangle. Large outcrops of
Rangeley Fm. and Mafic-Felsic gneiss exposed parallel to strike will often exhibit a
prominent “pinch and swell” geometry that is indicative of along strike stretching or
extrusion. These units are in ductile contact with one another, indicating that the
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competency contrast between the units may have been low enough to have produced
similar extrusion geometries during transpressional deformation.
As a result of a low bulk competency contrast for the lithologies of the
quadrangle, the area west of the BHZ may have accommodated a large amount of
“simple shear” associated with an episode of transpressional deformation in the BHZ
gneiss domes as documented by Massey (2010). If the East Brookfield quadrangle is
representative of the area occupying the zone of non-coaxial strain or “simple shear” (i.e.
edge of the obliquely displacing block) then two other questions addressing the nature of
transpression in the East Brookfield quadrangle are applicable here: 1) How far east into
the stack of thrust faults mapped by Zen et al. (1983) and Rodgers (1983) can evidence
for transpression be observed? 2) Does transpressional deformation grade into other
mechanisms?
During field mapping, domains of primarily flattening and flattening paired with
constrictional strain were identified. Strong evidence for across strike shortening is
presented within the map pattern of the southern CMZ, now hypothesized to be the
margin of the transpressional domain (Massey, 2010). Evidence for flattening (oblate)
strain is similarly ubiquitous at the outcrop scale in the East Brookfield quadrangle.
Sanderson and Marchini (1984) relate that the end product of shortening across the zone
of transpressional deformation will result in an oblate finite strain ellipsoid. Competency
contrast is further recognized as one of the most important factors in initiating specific
localized deformational features (Waters et al., 2003). It was recognized during field
work that constrictional deformation was primarily concentrated within the Rangeley Fm.
in the western part of the quadrangle. The eastern part of the quadrangle is defined
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primarily by evidence of flattening strains in Paxton Fm. granofels with interspersed
boudinage of calc-silicate lenses and pegmatites. The Paxton Fm. may have been a more
competent unit than the Rangeley during transpression and did not readily deform in the
same manner. Since oblate strains were recorded within both formations it stands that the
strain of transpression may have been partitioned equally into both units. However, the
lower coherency of the Rangeley Fm. and the confining strength of the more coherent
Paxton may have led to the formation of a domain of constrictional deformation within
the Rangeley Fm. in the southern CMZ. Therefore, in regards to the question concerning
the eastern limit of deformation caused by transpression, it is observed that oblate strains
persist at least as far east as the easternmost limit of the East Brookfield quadrangle. In
regards to the second question, it is not evident that a transition to another deformational
mechanism is present within the quadrangle.
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C. Metamorphism
In the southern Central Maine Zone, metamorphism associated with Acadian
orogenesis is now generally tied to three pulses of orogenic activity beginning at 410-385
Ma (Acadian), 370-350 Ma (Neo-Acadian), and 305-285 Ma (Northfieldian) (Robinson,
2003). Thomson et al. (1992) relate a metamorphic history of the southern CMZ which
echoes Hall and Robinson’s (1982) suggestion of pulses of metamorphism over multiple
episodes of Acadian orogenesis. Thomson et al. (1992) propose that within the CMZ, a
period of high temperature/low pressure metamorphism took place early during a
regional event at 375 ± 5 Ma, followed by heating to peak thermal conditions during
Neo-Acadian deformation between 369 Ma and 362 Ma, and then compression during a
long period of cooling. Textural relationships of metamorphic minerals (Grt + Crd and Bt
+ Sil) of pelitic metasediments within the EBQ agrees with supports that sequence of
metamorphism.
Solar and Brown (1999), relate that high temperature and low pressure
metamorphism and pluton emplacement within the CMZ of western Maine is recognized
as being associated with regional metamorphism. However, they also note that the
relationship is not mutually exclusive, with many occurrences of granitic pluton
emplacement into lower grade metamorphosed rocks. A lack of tectonic fabric within
plutons suggests that they were emplaced post-tectonically and that high grade thermal
metamorphism in the country rock was caused by advecting heat from the bodies of
plutonic rock.
Early high temperature/low pressure metamorphism is hypothesized by Berry
(1989) to have been caused by advective heating of a thinned continental crust due to
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extension behind the Bronson Hill volcanic arc. Peak thermal conditions (up to 745° C
and 6-6.5 kbar) were attained during the first pulse of Acadian orogeny or “nappe stage”
in which proposed Devonian age tonalite intrusions, located in the Wales quadrangle,
crosscut the stack of thrusts and fold nappes (Berry, 1989). In this phase of deformation,
granulite facies metamorphism was recorded by the tonalite intrusions of the Wales
quadrangle as well as the stack of thrusts and fold nappes (Berry, 1989). Final low
temperature/high pressure metamorphism occurred as across-strike shortening continued
in the latest pulse of the Acadian orogeny (Berry, 1989). An anti-clockwise P-T-t path is
proposed for the southern CMZ based upon the criteria set forth by Robinson and Hall
(1982), Berry (1989), Thomson (1992), and Thomson et al. (1992). Mineral assemblages
of pelitic metasediments within the EBQ similarly support a retrograde metamorphic
path.
The migmatization in the Rangeley and Paxton Fm. schists is proposed to have
occurred during early, high temperature/low pressure metamorphism (Thomson et al.,
1992). The generation of vein-type garnet- and cordierite-bearing migmatites within the
schists is thought to be responsible for a lack of fluid-enabled retrograde ion exchange
reactions, resulting in generally homogeneous mineral compositions (Thomson et al.,
1992). Electron microprobe analyses and BSE X-ray maps of garnet within Rangeley Fm.
paragneisses confirms this observation in the East Brookfield quadrangle (Fig. 7.11C).
Retrograde features within Rangeley Fm. metasediments of metamorphic Zone
VI are typified by breakdown of prograde Grt to Bt + Sil (Thomson et al., 1992).
Evidence for retrograde metamorphism within variably deformed units of early
Mississippian age Walker Mtn. orthogneiss is observed in sericitized plagioclase
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feldspars. Thomson et al. (1992) note that evidence for partial melting within pelitic
schists and gneisses is based on the presence of cordierite- and garnet-bearing pegmatites,
as well as, garnet-bearing migmatites. Rangeley Fm. paragneiss primarily exhibits the
assemblage of metamorphic zone VI with coarse cordierite observed in association with
Grt + Sil + Kfsp. Garnet within the paragneiss exhibits evidence for multiple stages of
fibrolite type sillimanite growth which were then overgrown by the garnet. Sillimanite
needles within the garnets of more leucosome-rich paragneiss have no preferred
orientation, probably as a result of static high temperatures and partial melting to create
the leucosomes. Garnet is present in many of the leucocratic segregations of the Rangeley
Fm. as well as the pegmatites of the Paxton Fm. Garnets within pegmatitic lenses of the
Paxton Fm. tend to be approximately five to six times larger than the garnets within the
granofels or calc-silicate lithologies. Pegmatitic cordierite was observed within the
Paxton Fm. in the East Brookfield quadrangle, large pegmatitic lozenges (approx. 1 meter
long) with K-feldspar and thinner (approx. 5 cm thick) boudinaged pegmatites are
exposed on the U.S. Interstate 90 Turnpike roadcuts.
Metamorphic monazite will generally form during amphibolite or higher grades of
metamorphism within pelitic metasediments (Smith and Barreiro, 1990). Thomson et al.
(1992) present monazite age data for Zone VI rocks which they have sampled from
freshly blasted roadcuts and outcrops of proposed Silurian age pelitic metasediments.
Despite Smith and Barreiro’s (1990) caveat that monazite is less apt to provide
concordant ages from pelitic schists of very high grade, Thomson et al. (1992) attempt to
constrain the age of peak metamorphism in Zone VI. Results from their study suggest
that peak metamorphism was experienced by Zone VI lithologies approximately between
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362 Ma -369 Ma; roughly during the same time north-central Massachusetts experienced
peak metamorphism and M2 metamorphism/plutonism of Smith and Barreiro (1991) in
western Maine (Thomson et al., 1992). A younger outlier age for deformation (345 Ma)
from the monazites in the pelitic schists reinforces, but by no means proves, the
occurrence of a later metamorphic overprint of peak metamorphism. Massey (2010)
provides monazite age dates for late Acadian deformation in the BHA gneiss domes that
support a younger event or continuation of deformation and retrograde metamorphism.
The age of the folded pegmatite dated for this study indicates that deformation in the East
Brookfield quadrangle continued into the Early Carboniferous.
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D. Geochronology - Implications of crystallization ages for Walker Mountain
orthogneiss
Field relations between the Walker Mtn. orthogneiss and the Rangeley Fm.
paragneiss indicate that parts of the Rangeley were incorporated into the orthogneiss
during deformation or intrusion (Fig. 5.2 Section B). The Walker Mtn. orthogneiss
includes small lenses of pelitic schist from the Rangeley Fm. that have been
metamorphosed to sillimanite grade suggesting that parts of the Rangeley Fm. were
incorporated during tectonic activity (Fig. 4.13). If the monazite U-Pb ages of Thomson
et al. (1992) represent peak metamorphism (approx. 362 -369 Ma), then the
crystallization age of the Walker Mtn. orthogneiss (356 ± 2) indicate it is late to post
peak-metamorphic. The later episode of metamorphism hinted at by the outlier age of
Thomson et al. (1992) may account for the presence of metamorphic garnet within the
Walker Mtn. orthogneiss. It is not clear if the clinopyroxene within the Walker Mtn.
orthogneiss is metamorphic in nature. However, retrograde hornblende rims on
clinopyroxene indicate that the Walker Mountain orthogneiss was exposed to retrograde
metamorphic conditions. At lower granulite facies, mafic meta-igneous rocks of the CMZ
are generally defined by an assemblage of metamorphic orthopryoxene + augite +
plagioclase or orthopryoxene + K-feldspar (Hollocher, 1987, 1993). If the deformation
event that accounts for along-strike extrusion of units within the BHZ had a significant
effect upon the area west of the BHZ in the CMZ it could account for the presence of
retrograde minerals such as garnet and hornblende.
Due to transposition of all contacts within the study area, it is not apparent that the
Walker Mtn. orthogneiss cross-cuts the local country rock (Rangeley Fm.) (i.e. over-
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printing relationships are obscured). Emplacement of the orthogneiss was likely syn- to
late-tectonic based on the mineral assemblage, foliation, and the age of crystallization for
Mwo (356 ± 2 Ma) and deformed pegmatites (352 ± 2 Ma). Further support for a syntectonic emplacement comes from relative age relations concerning isoclinal folds in
parallelism with the dominant foliation. Solar and Brown (1999) report that peak
metamorphism in Maine, along strike of south-central Massachusetts, was syn-tectonic.
This observation was based on microstructures recorded in porphyroblastic metamorphic
minerals that overgrew a deforming matrix related to regional deformation. Typical
garnets within the tonalite orthogneiss (Mwo) do not record any previous fabrics; further,
most garnet porphyroblasts exhibit evidence of retrogression to Bt + Sil + Chl, attended
by brittle/ductile deformation of garnet grains (Fig. 7.9). However, garnet porphyroblasts
within the Rangeley Fm. paragneiss do record previous deformation fabrics related to
both peak and retrograde conditions, garnet and cordierite react to biotite and sillimanite
that define the foliation and lineation and are deflected around rigid garnet
porphyroblasts.
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E. Interpretation and Integration of Aeromagnetic Data into Map Patterns
1. Bearing on Map Patterns
The aeromagnetic map of Massachusetts (Daniels, 2004) was used to guide
interpretation of the bedrock geology and preparation of the new bedrock geologic map
of the East Brookfield quadrangle. A strong correlation between the migmatitic
orthogneiss in the western portion of the quadrangle and the Walker Mtn. orthogneiss
with strike-parallel, positive magnetic anomalies has led to the proposal here that the East
Brookfield quadrangle contains map scale folds. This is in contrast to the three
quadrangles bounding the EBQ to the west (Warren), southwest (Wales), south
(Southbridge) (Fig. 3.1) in which no map-scale folds are mapped. Further, the quadrangle
may represent the location of a transition in deformational regimes. The southwestern
CMZ has been traditionally interpreted as an area where deformation and metamorphism
were controlled by the presence of thrust faults and thrust nappes (Sieders, 1976;
Pomeroy, 1977; Hall and Robinson, 1982; Zen et al., 1983, Berry, 1989). After 1:24,000
scale mapping of the East Brookfield quadrangle, modeling of the aeromagnetic data of
Daniels (2004), and lack of evidence for major thrust faults it is proposed that the
quadrangle represents the location where thrust faults no longer permit across-strike
shortening and is instead accommodated by map-scale folding of crystalline basement
rocks. The amount of across-strike shortening was apparently less than that to the west
and south.
Correlation of strong negative magnetic anomalies with Silurian metasediments
played a large part in the interpretation of the map pattern. The Rangeley Fm. is
interpreted to underlie much of the quadrangle based on a good correlation of outcrop
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locations with negative magnetic anomalies. Outcrop patterns support the interpretation
that Rangeley Fm. metasediments occupy much of the bedrock in the lower elevations of
the quadrangle. Outcrops that rise significantly above the low elevation in the NNESWW trending string of ponds in the center of the quadrangle preserve Rangeley Fm.
metasediments as xenoliths within large leucopegmatite outcrops (Fig. 5.3, red units).
Other evidence for Rangeley Fm. metasediments occupying the low topography include
the presence of such outcrops in the field accompanied by a relatively high relief to the
east or west. For example, outcrops along the east side of Carpenter Ridge, the west side
of Teneriffe Hill, the southeast end of Gay Hill, the east side of Walker Mountain and the
west end of the Podunk Pike Turnpike road cut, all expose Rangeley at the base of
outcrops of more resistant lithologies.

2. Implications of Map-Scale Folding in the Southern CMZ
The geometry of the proposed folds is that of east-verging, overturned, shallowly
north-plunging, tight to isoclinal map scale folds. The “nappe stage” of Hall and
Robinson (1982) hypothesizes that west-directed fold and thrust nappes were initially
transported over the BHZ on the order of tens of kilometers. Berry (1989) mapped
multiple tight, map-scale folds and thrusts in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area. The folds are
typically no wider than 2 km from limb to limb. The scale of the folds proposed within
the East Brookfield quadrangle is approximately 2 km from limb to limb. The folds
within the Brimfield-Sturbridge area are proposed based primarily on repetition of strata,
whereas the folds within the East Brookfield quadrangle are recognized primarily from
the outcrop pattern supported by aeromagnetic data. Robinson (2003) admits that the
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backfold stage is poorly understood in terms of timing and a mechanism for large scale
west dipping imbrication of the southern CMZ. The presence of map-scale folds within
the East Brookfield quadrangle is evidence for nappe- and backfold-stages as suggested
by Hall and Robinson (1982). However, across-strike shortening accommodated by mapscale folding and underthrusting due to convergence with Avalonia (Wintsch et al. 1992)
may provide a more feasible mechanism for backfold (west-dipping axial planes)
development in the southern CMZ.
Evidence presented by Berry (1989) and Peterson and Robinson (1993) for a
backfold stage is based primarily on the fabrics and structures that are proposed to have
formed as a result of backfolding. No studies have been conducted to directly tie the
observed fabrics (sillimanite needle lineations) to the proposed stages of orogenic
evolution. Some outcrops contained both strike-parallel and dip-parallel lineations and no
clear relationship was evident as to which one preceded the other at either the
outcrop/hand-sample scale or the thin section scale. Rangeley Fm. paragneiss within the
core of the proposed fold in the migmatitic gneiss complex (Ogc) records dominantly
shallow, north-plunging sillimanite lineations. Backfolding is inferred to have happened
based on the presence of down-dip sillimanite lineations according to the criteria set forth
by Peterson and Robinson (1993). A lack of such fabrics within a map scale fold does not
preclude the fold from being tilted so that it now verges east, as it is evident from the
map, aeromagnetic pattern, and turnpike road cuts that the fold is overturned. However, it
does suggest that the down-dip lineation fabric may not be associated with a specific
backfold stage caused by Bronson Hill gneiss dome emplacement.
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The tectonic model of Wintsch et al. (1992) offers another mechanism that can
account for the geometry of the southern CMZ that does not require the interpretation of
an episodic evolution in which the diapiric rise of the Bronson Hill gneiss domes caused
large-scale back folding. Crustal wedging caused by the underthrusting of the Avalonian
terrane (Wintsch et al., 1992) could account for the presence of overturned folds in the
East Brookfield quadrangle. Further, in the southernmost CMZ, such folds were likely
isoclinally folded and all hinges obliterated as convergence progressed. 40Ar-39Ar cooling
temperatures for Avalonian rocks exposed in the cores of the Pelham and Willimantic
domes, the Massabesic gneiss complex, and the Hope Valley zone require an east to west
directed movement of the Avalon Composite Terrane (ACT) below “medial New
England” rocks (Wintsch et al., 1992). The continued convergence of ACT rocks with
that of the CMZ and BHZ is a possible mechanism that could account for the current west
dipping geometry of the southern CMZ. To account for the current geometry, continued
accommodation of across-strike shortening and folding, the underthrusted leading edge of
the ACT could have dragged the bottom of the CMZ to the west resulting in west-dipping
contacts and now apparently east-vergent folds. Further convergence has caused the folds
to become isoclinal in map pattern and left most fold hinges obliterated. The greatest
amount of shortening was to the southwest of the East Brookfield map area, where fold
hinges were flattened to the point of obliteration and ductile high-strain zones developed
that are now mapped as crystalline thrusts by Peper et al. (1975); Moore (1978); Zen et
al. (1983); and Rodgers (1985).
Small-scale folds mimic the geometry of larger scale folds that contain them
within the lithologies of the East Brookfield quadrangle as per Nickelsen (1963). Smaller,
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meter to centimeter scale folding within the component lithologies of the EB quadrangle
is generally exemplified by tight to isoclinal similar folds. Fold limbs of adjacent folds
are now generally parallel or sub-parallel to each other and to the local foliation or
layering. The direction perpendicular to the hinge axis represents the direction of
maximum shortening, in the case of EB quadrangle lithologies, representing a shortening
direction that is perpendicular to the dominant foliation plane. It is in the nature of
folding of lithologies in the East Brookfield quadrangle that evidence for continued
compression and across-strike shortening is observed. Therefore, a “backfold stage” is
not required to account for a dominantly west dipping set of lithologies in the southern
CMZ and is instead better explained by oblique Avalonian convergence and
underthrusting during the late Acadian (i.e. Neo-Acadian) orogeny.

3. Support for Existing Tectonic Structures on MA State Map, (e.g. Oakham
Anticline)
Zen et al. (1983) provide an additional map with their interpretation of the
lithologic contacts of bedrock geology in Massachusetts. It contains a lithotectonic
interpretation of the component zones and orogen-scale structures of central
Massachusetts. A structure noted by Zen et al. (1983), referenced many times by
Robinson and Goldsmith (1991) and of particular importance to the East Brookfield
quadrangle is the Oakham Anticline. It is generally proposed to be a foliation arch
(Robinson and Goldsmith, 1991) located east of the West Warren Plutons (Zen et al.,
1983), and is not an actual structural feature composed of lithologic layers. However,
after outcrop mapping and comparison with aeromagnetic patterns, there appears to be a
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strong correlation of the proposed fold in the western EB quadrangle with the location of
the Oakham Anticline. The foliation arch recognized by various workers during early
mapping of the state of Massachusetts may have formed in response to the folding of the
complex assemblage of mafic and felsic gneisses in the western half of the quadrangle. It
should be noted here that there are no actual east-dipping structures on the eastern side of
the proposed anticline or anywhere in the EB quadrangle. Early interpretation would have
to have recognized a structure that was not a complete anticline and was called so in a
colloquial manner.
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CHAPTER XI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Recent bedrock mapping of the East Brookfield quadrangle in south-central
Massachusetts suggests that the quadrangle is the location of a transition in deformational
mechanisms of the southern and western Central Maine Zone from ductile thrust faulting
to map-scale recumbent folding. Map-scale, tight to isoclinal folding is proposed to have
accommodated across-strike shortening. Aeromagnetic patterns support the interpretation
of a large fold in the western half of the quadrangle. Flattening and constrictional strains
are hypothesized to have been the primary cause of deformation as evidenced by map-,
outcrop-, and thin section-scale features. Analyses of the structural elements, detailed
mapping, and evaluation of previous work have shown that all but the latest over printing
features have been obliterated by progressive deformation during Acadian orogenesis. In
light of this fact, observed deformational features are difficult to tie to the proposed
sequential development of southern New England suggested by Hall and Robinson
(1982). Findings from this work instead suggest a progressive event in which oblique
collision and underthrusting of ACT with mainland Laurentia caused the formation of a
west-dipping crustal wedge, part of which is approximated by the lithologies of the East
Brookfield quadrangle. Transpression as a result of such oblique convergence is proposed
to have been the dominant mechanism by which flattening and constrictional strains
affected the southern and western CMZ.
Deformation features associated with map-scale folding, extrusion/extension, and
flattening of CMZ lithologies in the East Brookfield quadrangle all support a regime of
transpressional deformation caused by oblique convergence of Avalonian terrane with
Laurentia. Flattening foliations and kinematic indicators suggest that the strain of oblique
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convergence was accommodated by orogen-parallel extrusion of western CMZ
lithologies. Stretching lineations, pinch and swell structures, and boudinage features
support an extensional deformation of Rangeley Fm. metasediments as well as marked
across strike shortening defined by planar foliations and map scale folds in proposed
Ordovician orthogneisses. Lithologies of the East Brookfield quadrangle exemplify the
nature of the Acadian granulite-facies high, displaying a peak metamorphic assemblage
of Crd + Grt + Sil + Kfsp that has undergone retrograde reactions to produce Bt + Sil
after Crd + Grt. Retrograde minerals define kinematic/shear sense indicators that record
an overall top to the NNE or ENE asymmetry on vertical faces and dextral west side
north on horizontal surfaces.
Three major modifications to the bedrock geology of the state geologic map of
Massachusetts are proposed after 1:24000 scale mapping during the summer of 2010.
Remapping of the quadrangle has resulted in a reclassification of the lithologies as laid
out by Zen et al. (1983) on the state bedrock geologic map of Massachusetts. (1) The
correlation of Rangeley Fm. pelitic metasediments was observed further eastward in
southern Massachusetts and distinction was made between Rangeley and Paxton Fm.
granofels. (2) An orthogneiss of tonalitic to granitic composition that records syn- to lateAcadian deformational features was differentiated from Paxton Fm. granofels. (3)
Proposed Ordovician volcanic gneisses and schists were reclassified as a west-dipping
and east-verging, recumbent, north-plunging map-scale fold of a complex of interlayered
mafic and felsic gneisses.
Suggestions for further research include: (1) constraining the age of igneous
protoliths of the folded Ogc unit by collecting samples for U-Pb age analyses. It is
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suggested by Berry (1989) that this unit may be as old as Precambrian (Z) in age, and by
this work that it may in fact be basement crust of “medial New England”; (2)
comprehensive analysis of metamorphic monazite and zircon rims within pelitic
metasediments and high-strain orthogneisses respectively to further constrain timing of
deformation; (3) further mapping and documentation of deformational mechanisms is
necessary across-strike between the Palmer and East Brookfield quadrangles in the
Warren quadrangle, as well as the intervening quadrangles between the Winchendon and
East Brookfield quadrangles to further quantify the effects of transpressional tectonics in
southern New England; (4) detailed geophysical modeling to confirm the presence of a
large folded complex of felsic and mafic gneisses in the western half of the East
Brookfield quadrangle; (5) detailed analyses of the U-Pb age from igneous zircon as well
as bulk and trace element composition of pegmatite lithologies. The location of outcrops
consisting solely of, or approximately 50% or more of leucopegmatite was recorded on
the bedrock map of the East Brookfield quadrangle. Distinction between generations of
pegmatites may help further constrain the timing of metamorphic and deformational
events in the southern CMZ.
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APPENDIX A
Table 1. East Brookfield Quadrangle outcrop/sample data
EB10-## =Rock Sample
Yellow = Thin section
Key:
Map
Symbol
peg –
Jd
Mwo
grg
Srs
Srg
Srcm
Sp
Ogc

Sample #
EB10-1
EB10-2
EB10-3
EB10-4
EB10-5
EB10-6

EB10-10
EB10-12

EB10-14
EB10-15
EB10-16
EB10-17
EB10-18
EB10-19

EB10-21
EB10-24
EB10-25

Station #
1
2
3
4
5
6
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
20
22
21
23
24
25

Latitude
877302.7508
877169.1225
877041.2606
877300.5741
877456.8197
877545.8907
877554.1050
878229.1268
878329.4917
876456.9604
882295.5167
877531.0525
880365.6287
882923.2051
885101.6497
877415.9453
875437.1282
883977.8289
884300.4218
884449.6210
884374.9907
878626.0616
878650.9743
876323.8629
875711.9299
876802.4706
876698.2987

Lithology
Pegmatite
Jurassic Diabase
Walker Mountain Orthogneiss
Devonian Granitic Biotite Gneiss
Rangeley Fm. paragneiss
Rangeley Fm. granofels
Rangeley Fm. Calc-silicate/marble
Paxton Fm. granofels
Ordovician gneiss complex

Longitude
153505.2103
153406.9354
153174.4916
153069.9935
153042.1026
152982.6305
152916.8338
152963.3677
153024.2373
148507.9147
149394.0736
155403.2502
156196.9553
156224.7224
156295.8901
154619.9563
154479.2142
154431.4655
154677.4426
154762.1232
150703.1552
151966.6158
151880.2519
154061.0223
158231.4067
153471.3632
153375.1228
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Lithology
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Srgx
Srgx
Mwo
Mwo
Ogc
Srs
Sp
peg
peg
Srs
peg
Sp
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Ogc
Srs
Srs
Srs
Sp
Mwo
peg

Metamorphic Assemblage
Grt+Cpx
Grt+Cpx

Opx+ Bt

Bt+Gt+Crd+Sil+Kfsp

Grt + Cpx
Grt + Cpx
Grt + Cpx

EB10-26
EB10-27
EB10-28
EB10-29
EB10-30
EB10-31
EB10-32

EB10-35

EB10-39
EB10-40
EB10-41
EB10-42
EB10-43

EB10-47
EB10-49
EB10-51
EB10-52
EB10-53
EB10-54

EB10-62
EB10-63
EB10-65
EB10-67

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

876463.5429
880823.9323
882229.3730
882956.0107
882504.2594
882644.8989
887176.6983
887046.8654
887065.7502
887101.1592
887091.7168
887196.7634
886840.3132
882092.9952
882242.1584
881824.5015
881513.3898
877513.1516
877842.4657
878092.1654
876660.9156
880189.6572
880306.0333
880380.7848
880591.6422
880776.0709
880796.8961
880947.7911
881069.0457
881363.1498
881456.5229
881482.1395
881672.7329
881848.7842
881903.6624
882305.2009
881852.5653
881824.8193
881571.4265
881541.3714
881388.8471
881309.6172
881120.2506
880845.0923
881240.5330
880981.9959
880872.5749
880682.2607
880577.8834
880305.6856

153277.7851
149062.2454
158182.8294
157660.7583
157511.5951
157413.5736
148959.8435
149077.8734
149287.9665
149372.9480
149578.3200
149716.4149
149331.6376
158127.4259
157385.8719
157296.3740
157283.5886
152791.4015
152979.5810
152910.8231
153281.7538
153561.6661
153905.8423
154179.5004
154265.0090
154201.2110
154215.6672
154355.5847
154355.9571
154508.3570
154497.5317
154515.4588
154557.4435
154557.8905
154631.4898
154804.0993
155181.4679
155265.2765
155229.2463
155064.9336
155178.2428
155230.5545
155116.9126
154981.5913
154950.5207
154850.8275
154823.8259
154766.9738
154732.9792
154541.6036

143

Mwo
Srs
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
peg
peg
Ogc
peg
peg
peg
Srcm
Mwo
Mwo
Sp
Sp
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Srs
Mwo
Srs
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
peg
peg
peg
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
peg
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo

Grt + Cpx
Grt + Cpx
Grt + Cpx

Gr + Bt + Crd
Grt + Cpx

Grt + Cpx
Grt + Cpx

Grt + Cpx

Grt + Cpx

Grt + Cpx
Grt + Cpx

EB10-80
EB10-81
EB10-83

EB10-97
EB10-99

EB10106

EB10111
EB10112

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

879763.9857
879619.3520
879550.5726
879632.7643
880836.5971
880999.5110
881076.1660
881223.4283
881463.7052
881501.4397
881630.2359
881584.5780
881624.4301
881694.2392
880715.0979
880817.9691
880924.6427
881089.9760
880408.1619
880323.2509
880533.1185
880606.3992
880487.0593
880136.9915
880097.0723
879874.8404
879700.3955
879942.5812
879652.2665
879491.9609

154389.3489
154340.7623
154269.0396
154478.1445
149747.8143
149721.4365
149771.5542
149811.2958
150126.5249
150026.4173
150160.8848
149893.7264
149834.6672
149728.4587
149187.7331
149247.2735
149525.0935
149574.6092
148778.1742
148718.7542
148829.6211
148680.8799
148901.0327
149233.2798
149198.1501
149132.3706
148986.5017
148980.8178
149165.3330
149163.4881

Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
peg
Ogc
Ogc
peg
Srs
Srs
Srs
Srs
Srcm
Srg
Srs
Srs
Srs
Srcm
Ogc
Srs
Ogc
Srs
Srs
Ogc
Ogc

106
107
108
109
110

879416.2281
879263.6307
879157.6502
879212.4299
879695.0128

149114.4612
149019.4262
148980.5073
148906.2524
149039.6241

Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Srs

111

883455.7200

149083.7469

Srg

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

883531.3363
883665.8828
883951.4402
883843.7754
883660.0864
883302.9593
883259.5933
883163.5792
882860.5942
882683.3466
882557.4552
882109.8387

149072.0427
149103.2976
149116.2346
149054.0681
149034.4326
148958.2130
149043.2355
149059.6103
149013.1905
148908.1474
148806.8745
148906.1910

Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
peg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
peg

144

Grt +Opx + Bt

Grt + Bt

EB10130
EB10131
EB10132

EB10141

EB10145

EB10166

124
125
126
127
128
129

882089.8852
882024.3338
881931.0682
882003.1152
882129.6769
882523.8096

148798.6582
148800.9354
148744.7725
148689.3991
148596.7009
148596.9607

Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Ogc

130

882599.6131

148610.4545

Ogc

131

878979.4567

150238.7708

peg

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

879605.5230
880145.1877
880053.2559
879933.6219
879227.8261
878741.5441
878488.0013
878195.9408
878250.2070

150452.0388
150606.9055
150648.9532
150734.4651
150821.3390
150901.6153
150704.6620
150562.9384
150427.6337

peg
Ogc
Srs
peg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srs

141
142
143
144

878301.0023
878370.7495
879954.1192
879092.6435

150391.2115
150423.9356
150894.2567
151528.8265

Srs
Srs
peg
peg

Gt + Crd + Sil + Kfsp

145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165

879081.8366
879146.4554
879231.0029
879449.5359
879561.6745
879845.7124
879943.5849
880010.2971
878526.9370
878432.4011
886849.2009
886745.2191
886704.3492
886609.5472
886519.5558
886427.1494
886265.7220
886365.7811
886435.7962
886270.8607
886155.5811

151619.7950
151699.2977
151734.3101
151803.0177
151864.1084
152154.9848
152136.3687
152181.0289
151658.4120
151649.2233
148993.6679
149010.9384
149007.4984
149012.3794
148958.8085
148937.0870
148911.0116
148975.1681
149091.4517
149121.6774
149062.9457

Ogc
peg
Srs
peg
Srs
Srg
Ogc
Ogc
Srs
peg
Srs
Srs
Srs
Srs
peg
peg
peg
Srs
peg
peg
Srg

Grt +Opx + Bt

166
167
168
169

886045.7782
886031.7988
885950.6210
885997.1398

149066.0042
149181.6246
149245.7115
149264.2101

peg
peg
Ogc
Ogc

145

Grt +Opx + Bt

EB10195
EB10196

EB10203

EB10210
EB10211

EB10215

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194

886143.0713
886227.4593
886403.1327
886547.3441
886692.2941
886890.9384
887137.4647
887311.2805
887520.9077
887548.8164
886966.7535
887576.4359
887713.9395
887833.0234
887890.9347
887841.1959
887730.8777
887649.8204
887598.9423
887243.7518
886292.5406
886249.4823
886157.3351
886055.5686
886225.2729

149257.1432
149261.3289
149237.4153
149212.1753
149187.2169
149289.6364
149322.2553
149352.6465
149498.6038
149582.4467
149173.3757
149681.0068
149894.0908
149914.6370
149971.4500
149988.9799
149989.5618
149968.5522
150089.1430
149889.9457
150049.8026
150039.0399
150058.6128
150000.4978
151650.6637

Ogc
Ogc
peg
Ogc
Ogc
peg
Ogc
Ogc
Srsx
Srsx
Ogc
Srg
Srg
peg
Srg
Srg
Ogc
Srg
Srg
peg
peg
Srg
peg
peg
peg

195

885294.7215

151195.2621

Ogc

196
197
198
199
200
201
202

885335.2744
885619.6372
885736.7513
885874.4893
880373.1443
880210.7953
887129.1781

151154.3755
151233.4080
151243.7137
151056.4273
151155.0741
150994.2016
151311.8251

peg
Ogc
Ogc
peg
Srg
peg
Ogc

203
204
205
206
207
208
209

887188.2228
887232.8258
887167.3042
887121.2011
887214.3867
887376.7542
885085.7399

151366.9890
151422.4650
151393.6720
151421.4196
151292.9580
151303.0816
156219.0214

Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Srs

210

885037.6197

156157.4825

Srs

211
212
213
214

884989.0342
885008.8484
884965.5011
884974.2100

156051.9019
156021.3367
155996.1570
155965.2471

Srs
Jd
Jd
Jd

215

884911.5025

156016.4626

Sp

146

Grt + Bt + Crd

EB10221
EB10223
EB10224
EB10225

EB10228
EB10230

EB10238

EB10241

216
217
218
219
220

884762.8672
884698.8868
880736.7683
878528.3165
878452.4118

155924.2903
155883.0155
154409.7118
152627.7380
148408.5689

Sp
Sp
Mwo
Srs
Srs

221
222

878415.2641
878463.2311

148501.2776
148625.4634

Srs
Srs

223

878460.7227

148664.8410

Ogc

224

876169.7630

149853.1535

Srcm

225
226
227

880832.6459
880962.4979
881191.9050

149704.8233
149745.6828
149352.8244

peg
Ogc
peg

228
229

875111.5117
875234.9650

154020.9338
154166.8522

Sp
Sp

230
231
232
233
234
236
236
237

876560.0580
876443.7104
876374.8230
875918.4586
884360.3587
885100.5085
874202.1227
878536.3287

153435.8408
153309.4115
153256.7339
153038.8840
158585.4715
150998.0650
152356.6350
149319.6871

Srs
Mwo
peg
Mwo
Sp
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc

Gt + Crd + Sil + Kfsp

238
239
240

878510.7698
878161.5454
877897.5299

149347.0527
149332.1455
149310.1351

Ogc
Ogc
Ogc

Grt +Opx + Bt

241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

877570.1355
875463.4537
875052.7661
875980.8711
876026.4979
876007.7124
875967.9497
875963.8116
875849.3874
875831.7108
875828.6765
875863.8293
875637.3640
875517.8227
877973.7228
878098.5943
877900.3155
877803.7823
875690.5138

149220.1623
148703.0974
149200.2389
149836.2392
149798.1189
149680.5833
149597.3461
149528.8317
149634.8067
149595.5456
149528.0023
149401.7549
149461.4522
149428.7625
148706.7545
148769.7906
148822.0756
148757.0405
150644.4801

Ogc
Ogc
Srs
Srs
Srs
peg
Srs
peg
Srs
Srs
peg
peg
Srs
Srs
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
peg

147

Gt + Crd + Sil + Kfsp

EB10260
EB10262
EB10263
EB10264

EB10267

EB10272
EB10273

EB10278
EB10279
EB10280
EB10282

EB10288
EB10289
EB10290

EB10294
EB10295

260
261

875847.5372
875903.7324

150655.8814
150694.1689

Ogc
Ogc

262

875245.3219

150842.2590

Srs

263

880518.0248

157080.4798

Mwo

264
265
266

880436.1707
880297.9377
887859.8935

157024.4853
156924.4912
151847.7360

Mwo
Mwo
peg

267
268
269
270
271

887769.0440
887883.4749
888075.7703
888905.9236
888955.0720

152982.5286
152932.3052
152912.4068
153237.2334
153082.1654

grg
grg
peg
grg
grg

272

888870.3444

153105.6060

grg

273
274
275
276
277

888684.9152
888648.9245
888602.0670
877241.9670
877268.8014

152984.2921
153023.3903
153054.1636
155192.2308
155135.3648

Srs
Srs
grg
Mwo
Mwo

278

877353.3433

155202.9957

Sp

279

877603.0504

155177.8563

Mwo

280
281

880204.2985
880148.6203

154160.5880
154096.8776

Mwo
Mwo

282
283
284
285
286
287

879957.7906
879845.5306
879736.8226
879521.2460
879107.7082
885097.0679

154091.6409
154223.8764
154137.5777
154121.2606
151411.1670
156094.4114

Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Srg
Jd

288

884854.2659

155932.8443

Srs

289

884407.0152

155167.9887

Mwo

Grt + Cpx

290
291
292
293

884305.0068
884217.8045
884205.2956
883926.0826

155139.5377
155082.6901
155041.1825
155009.9212

Srsx
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo

Grt + Sil + Bt

294

883968.1549

155002.2635

Mwo

295
296

884443.7229
884568.9261

155763.3090
155794.8085

Srs
Srs

148

Grt + Cpx

Grt + Bt

Grt + Bt + Crd

EB10302

297
298
299
300
301

875688.1038
875707.0263
875729.2490
875788.5579
875802.4825

153047.9606
153014.1876
152929.7264
152808.5835
152774.9160

Srs
Mwo
Mwo
Srs
Mwo

302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346

875980.4147
876010.5489
876112.9457
876139.7904
876274.5552
876289.1089
876351.5296
876301.9008
876291.5334
875956.8619
875978.3374
876011.7271
876040.2320
876049.7553
876089.5509
876110.7710
876124.2552
876181.3968
876200.4534
876758.0266
876773.6166
876789.4752
876808.8321
876830.7980
877010.2355
877041.8159
877069.4656
877375.0887
877434.1519
877729.5124
877746.2311
877753.4979
877761.8196
877832.9374
877836.9526
877845.3039
879002.7817
878903.2840
878853.3099
878518.0137
878466.4335
878398.4722
878375.6805
878294.6376
878062.7050

152495.1428
152446.2909
152278.4608
152223.5255
151924.7458
151880.8902
151095.6466
150805.1177
150752.1341
154494.5361
154523.0604
154598.7870
154656.9817
154701.8258
154789.3042
154828.9866
154862.5565
154988.0363
155047.8212
156348.2235
156378.9725
156440.7994
156483.9058
156524.2725
156786.7366
156826.1638
156878.9943
157338.1121
157428.9477
158249.6099
158285.9272
158325.7951
158358.6309
158604.9485
158646.2994
158685.5207
151351.7679
151283.7270
151255.5582
151193.0047
151198.4841
151119.7611
151016.1536
150983.4945
150608.0143

Srg
Srcm
Srg
peg
Srs
Srcm
Srg
Srg
Ogc
Sp
Sp
Sp
Srs
Sp
Srs
Srs
Sp
Srs
Srs
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
peg
Srs
Sp
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srg
Srs

149

EB10349

EB10381

EB10388

EB10391

347
348

878005.7077
877875.5023

150525.7877
150429.2692

Srs
Srg

349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380

877561.9927
877266.2584
877189.2671
877603.6947
877565.4578
877661.6865
876129.1045
876127.1057
876116.0842
876106.1622
876109.5402
876083.5203
876077.2012
888363.9951
888305.5397
888170.8155
888392.1598
887770.4037
887895.7800
888816.4157
888717.3505
888612.6021
888457.7103
888365.2675
888314.7107
885984.3937
886104.5065
886141.2220
886197.0151
886227.2868
886173.1105
886170.4063

150442.4945
150323.7238
150294.5246
150173.0219
150037.5122
150073.8747
149817.4515
149786.1582
149722.1435
149685.6952
149651.5212
149512.3264
149438.2856
150303.0158
150770.8407
150816.8057
150853.1532
150602.4323
150543.3346
151555.8063
151505.1951
151473.3874
151437.7940
151393.4142
150177.7679
151091.8664
151150.2166
151194.9152
151158.1510
151197.7133
151241.6439
151301.7857

peg
Srs
Srs
Srg
Srg
Srs
Srs
Srcm
Srcm
Srs
Srcm
Srs
Srs
peg
Srs
peg
peg
peg
peg
peg
peg
peg
peg
peg
peg
peg
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc

381
382
383
384
385
386
387

881376.7965
881258.4023
881071.0428
881155.8815
881401.3433
881575.2942
881448.0993

150743.8648
150705.0340
150627.4394
150725.9348
150781.0750
150817.2624
151729.3896

Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc
Srs

388
389
390

881527.0145
884064.9248
884441.7980

151775.9178
154399.1903
154449.9219

Ogc
Mwo
Srs

391
392
393

884296.4628
884496.3142
884557.0648

154595.0099
154780.8580
154776.2935

Mwo
Mwo
Mwo

150

EB10395
EB10396
EB10397

EB10402

EB10408
EB10410

EB10426

EB10437

394

885611.5091

157917.7343

peg

395

885455.5414

157013.3990

Srs

396

885526.8697

156792.6987

Srs

397
398
399
400
401

882732.7524
882159.7960
882098.3274
882058.2300
882090.9939

158175.5801
156884.7945
156916.2212
156964.5755
157025.7656

Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp

402
403
404
405
406
407

884623.7829
884658.6408
884745.2299
884837.6416
884931.1076
884975.9276

155228.5476
155249.1377
155286.1581
155310.0028
155371.9743
155398.1307

Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo

408
409

885092.9728
885106.1388

155324.5032
155477.6246

Mwo
Mwo

410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425

885172.8443
885239.1221
885326.7142
885407.7684
885515.0483
885524.4091
882907.5261
875722.2267
875738.1898
875670.3693
875593.5517
875556.5783
875433.3479
875352.7927
875413.5663
875453.4678

155553.6442
155641.3096
155666.3563
155700.7187
155715.5672
155669.5273
156133.6222
158154.6297
158085.1360
158033.8847
158032.4630
157961.6881
157889.2951
157862.7687
157822.8927
157806.1814

Mwo
peg
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
peg
Sp
Sp
Sp
peg
Sp
Sp
peg
Sp
peg

426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436

875573.2279
875651.9625
875813.9018
875884.9047
875947.2077
876105.7627
876204.1487
876166.9619
876136.8270
876102.2955
875964.0176

157777.6839
157675.4939
157837.2753
157635.1398
157464.5108
157819.4540
157805.1612
157925.2297
157980.5797
158090.4694
158026.6756

Sp
Sp
peg
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp
Sp

437

877280.8144

153062.6980

Mwo

151

Grt + Cpx

EB10439
EB10441
EB10442

EB10448
EB10449

EB10458
EB10459

EB10472

438

877312.2777

153063.8718

Srsx

439
440

877320.6804
877368.3864

153053.0440
153042.1396

Mwo
Mwo

441

877404.6459

153041.5846

Mwo

442
443
444
445
446
447

877370.0410
877226.6751
877017.5440
876940.0672
876740.0395
876864.0661

152620.3674
152604.6624
152678.4818
152637.4554
152458.7882
152956.5900

peg
peg
Mwo
Mwo
peg
Mwo

448

877210.9616

152081.0255

Srg

449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457

877293.0266
877814.0688
877844.6715
877713.6072
877564.0782
877406.5907
877339.0617
877276.5518
877192.1710

152154.7390
152358.4397
152377.3817
152393.7370
152369.1491
152197.1155
152191.0091
152236.4627
152313.1810

Srs
peg
peg
peg
Srg
Srg
peg
Srs
Srs

458

877114.2814

152278.7620

Srs

459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471

877002.0618
875540.3453
875583.6936
878433.4953
878361.6383
878291.4289
878239.0753
878106.1180
877972.9230
877951.7032
878633.5627
878702.2171
878804.9488

152201.8126
151709.0375
151731.7963
152605.7499
152595.2004
152561.9545
152556.5054
152507.1212
152465.5857
152427.8350
152668.6664
152700.2571
152729.7342

Srs
Srs
Srs
peg
peg
peg
peg
peg
peg
Srs
Srs
peg
peg

472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481

878789.7799
878700.8586
878586.6419
878512.9115
878520.2317
879304.5687
879105.0165
879024.1159
875571.2220
877597.8679

152866.2709
152875.4560
152930.0657
152903.3244
152673.8285
153011.4377
152954.0495
152788.0888
154241.2462
153351.3570

Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Srg
Mwo
Mwo
peg
Sp
Mwo

152

Gt + Crd + Sil + Kfsp

EB10482

EB10486

EB10503

EB10507
EB10508

EB10512
EB10514
EB10515

EB10525

482
483
484
485

877487.0764
877375.0963
877319.3033
877198.7951

153280.6389
153221.7588
153176.6137
153147.5702

Mwo
Mwo
peg
Mwo

486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502

876247.6713
875871.6158
876322.4694
875848.6670
875845.9629
875908.9087
875973.0260
876014.9583
876113.8998
876139.3752
876204.9902
876302.8030
876255.2386
876361.1561
876426.0822
876516.4338
876667.0226

153113.0028
152984.2798
153140.5310
152900.0702
152832.8407
152888.6220
152878.9913
152996.7238
152963.0216
152862.8788
152989.3961
152979.3007
152921.9385
152779.8888
152925.8349
152951.9282
152967.2623

Mwo
Mwo
peg
Srsx
Srsx
Mwo
peg
Srsx
peg
Srsx
Srsx
Mwo
Mwo
Srsx
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo

503
505
506

876782.7852
877095.9780
876998.1420

153147.5715
153410.0342
154174.4794

Mwo
Mwo
peg

507

886554.1556

156279.6078

Mwo

508
509
510
511

886182.1441
886048.6052
885884.1573
886253.0609

156834.6954
156814.7507
156582.9856
156923.1900

Srs
Srs
Srs
Srs

512
513

886375.6854
886405.7522

156550.1049
156597.7592

Srs
Mwo

514

886598.7140

156678.1986

Mwo

515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524

885820.8700
885871.3492
885791.2561
886081.0707
886177.6641
886261.8855
886305.5077
886202.0184
888038.5047
888689.0101

148858.6593
148727.7458
148730.4718
148489.8570
148526.3281
148624.0971
148679.7101
148786.2996
156578.2483
157248.6710

Ogc
Srs
Srg
Srg
Srg
peg
peg
Srg
peg
peg

525

888673.3000

157092.3231

grg

153

Gt + Crd + Sil + Kfsp

Grt + Cpx

EB10531

EB10537

EB10540

EB10546

EB10549
EB10550

EB10560
EB10562
EB10564

526
527
528
529
530

888659.5312
888560.4467
885053.5214
885118.5462
886918.7321

156831.1758
156898.3796
158169.4036
158130.5695
157909.8619

peg
peg
peg
peg
Srs

531
532
533
534
535
536

887616.6866
875178.9338
875202.1937
875494.7671
875652.3205
875690.3021

158215.9931
152232.7258
152215.1058
152361.4114
152256.4646
152169.9070

Srs
peg
Mwo
peg
Mwo
peg

537
538
539

875715.5115
875916.3894
875990.1272

152137.8327
152217.0512
152290.4445

Mwo
peg
peg

540
541
542
543
544
545

875955.2625
875773.3416
875141.3426
875440.7070
875487.9179
875519.3937

152436.5479
152483.1373
152453.5214
152560.6856
152697.8435
152603.3046

Srg
Srg
Mwo
peg
Mwo
Mwo

546
547
548

883845.2523
875509.5739
880187.2983

148952.3609
151070.3767
148474.5615

Ogc
Srg
peg

549

880878.7067

149373.7070

Srg

550
351
552
553
554
555
556
557
558

881266.3224
881455.5777
880995.0191
881088.7156
870339.3969
873197.9139
872288.6014
872288.1150
872099.1919

150172.2948
150176.3108
154238.1598
154177.6316
145637.5234
148245.0817
147119.3290
147184.2617
147296.1788

Ogc
Srs
Mwo
Mwo
Ogc
Srs
Ogc
Ogc
Ogc

560
561

877659.9361
875674.7933

149247.5028
153096.9104

Ogc
Srs

Grt +Opx + Bt

562
563

875867.0413
880848.1070

152670.0546
153153.4330

Srsx
Srs

Grt + Sil + Bt

564
565
566
567
568
569

882157.0140
882036.1640
882093.0350
884444.6240
884643.6700
884629.4520

152585.4330
152599.8360
152422.1160
153140.1040
153147.2130
153019.2550

Ogc
Srs
Srs
Srs
peg
peg

154

Gt + Crd + Sil + Kfsp

EB10575
EB10576
Other
samples
Wa10-5
WMFG
EB1013a-1bv
EB1013a-2-1
EB10-132-2
EB1042a-3av
EB10-162
EB1026a
EB1042b

570
571
572
573
574

888409.9090
886403.8070
886254.5220
886176.3260
887702.4060

152820.2080
153332.0410
153332.0410
153154.3220
154120.2290

Ogc
Ogc
Srs
peg
Srs

575

885250.4050

156994.4920

Mwo

576

883603.4760

158028.8210

Mwo

Ogc
Felsic
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Mwo
Srs
Mwo
Sp
Srs

155

Table 2. Structural Data from East Brookfield Quadrangle
Formats of data: Foliations- Strike/Dip (Dip Direction)
Lineations – Trend/Plunge (Dip Direction)
Fold Axial Planes – Strike/Dip (Dip Direction)
Fold Hinge Axes – Trend/Plunge (Dip Direction)
Station #
1
2
3
4
5
6
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Foliations
217/23
223/22
182/36
208/26
192/49
216/36

Lineations
W
W
W
W
W
W

216/36

W

193/26
201/24
172/15
172/15
102/15
192/28
202/38
139/4
192/15
224/21

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

217/49
255/78
202/57
220/25
182/27
210/27
165/25
190/35
199/23
99/13
178/5

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
N
W

181/42
169/34
179/44
169/55

W
W
W
W

171/35

W

207/8

W

288/12

WNW

184/10

S

70/12

ENE

270/15
299/24

W
NW

288/9

WNW

268/20

W

156

Fold Axial
Planes
346/ 30

Fold Hinge
Axes
SE

30/28

NE

335/20

WSW

5/9
1/20

N
N

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

192/11
215/14
186/21
228/11
185/45
197/33
228/4
185/24
203/36
186/22
174/19
208/40
167/8
192/20
222/13
187/25

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

195/60
195/47
220/27
212/22
175/19
214/40
178/32
170/11
168/25
186/25
204/24
215/30
254/22
222/35
182/15
188/29
188/30
165/30
213/25
229/30
171/22
163/5
185/37
192/34
188/15
204/24
208/25
167/32
188/34
177/54
214/24

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

183/31

W

27/35

15/2
331/5

NNE
NW

157

NW

54/5

NE

27/1

N

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139

188/38
208/41
208/56
220/25
184/33
187/36
202/32
183/31
192/22
222/24
187/25
212/33
192/45

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

203/34
202/31
183/29
194/43
222/32
188/25
207/35
218/21
185/28
233/30
196/37
198/25

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

235/38
226/17
193/34
215/60
188/30

W
W
W
W
W

209/35
207/34
190/38
183/45
214/26
187/38
187/22
191/43
186/40

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

187/40
206/35

W
W

176/39
180/57

W
W

2/15
7/6
353/15
214/20
6/5

299/20

28/62

W

357/70

W

38/34
18/30

NW
WNW

7/44

N

38/4
18/8

NE
NNE

N
N
N
SE
N

WNW

158

140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

194/47
197/43
175/46

W
W
W

177/47
190/63
192/49
194/52
188/33
196/21
198/57
206/53
197/54
187/51
170/55
183/40
178/42
189/50
167/29
184/38

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

187/35
178/57

W
W

188/39
183/37

W
W

176/42

W

177/45
156/49

W
W

163/55
175/68
208/26
178/42
196/46
169/45
127/51
182/36
152/27
219/17
143/47
215/24

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

181/20
205/22
185/16
194/34

W
W
W
W

194/11
201/13

7/3

S
SSW

N

197/20

W

31/6

NE

21/15

NNE

20/26

WNW

12/8

NNE

181/4
203/2
5/8

S
SSW
N

358/6

N

7/8

N

338/14

NW

350/10
0/4

NNW
N

159

190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239

185/44
195/35
201/27
173/15
206/37
170/39
168/42
166/56

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

196/36
213/23
188/61
193/73
204/34
198/25
211/44
155/55
169/21
191/32
143/11
144/12

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

235/16
143/24
178/16
184/24

W
W
W
W

213/28
185/28
202/50
189/39

W
W
W
W

200/7

W

203/26
210/25
160/14

W
W
W

203/15
180/25
195/16

W
W
W

194/16

W

173/35

W

10/6

NNE

311/16

NW

201/12
260/11

SSE
WSW

346/20
11/8
5/5

NNW
NNE
N

13/13

NNE

226/19

SW

160

240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289

182/50
227/33
201/11
205/35
183/56
189/56

W
W
W
W
W
W

359/7

N

358/18
21/8

N
NNE

185/41
183/75
189/49
194/49

W
W
W
W

175/10
175/1

S
S

178/64
205/34

W
W

185/11

S

187/14
176/19
210/43
195/20
193/23
176/34
199/62
172/32
200/30
196/39

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

300/12

NW

192/22
162/42
170/25

W
W
W

167/27
191/24
195/36
188/32
201/20
181/35
197/20
180/23

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

140/13
219/16
170/8
175/8
186/29

W
W
W
W
W

116/36
180/43

W
W

353/12
31/13

N
NE

161

9/28

W

305/2

SW

290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339

182/21
156/12

W
W

180/20
198/11
170/ 9
176/24
195/36
174/31
190/29
193/22
221/32
194/31

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

197/50
205/40
192/45
188/30
153/41
199/40
198/38
193/33
209/34
205/24
222/39

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

211/24
178/31
194/36
225/31
209/36
143/10
195/12
234/13

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

227/22
234/30
219/29
225/18
199/20
187/20
166/16
180/8
184/20
193/13
174/47
194/34
189/20
199/31
202/32

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

163/43

237/26

SW

237/13

SW

254/23

WSW

236/19
193/13
203/9

SW
SSW
SW

300/28

NW

210/6

SW

240/7
218/8

SW
SW

183/1

S

162

1/28

WSW

W

182/15

S

340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389

214/42
205/32
204/22
210/30
202/35
218/34
208/34
189/54
186/61
177/50
200/49
204/50

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

180/4
1/2

S
N

349/6
200/52
197/51
199/32
201/70
192/54
192/71
198/41
183/47

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

17/2
10/1
290/47

NNE
N
NW

202/12

SW

15/17

NNE

197/21
213/30
228/26

W
W
W

196/34
189/27
175/31

W
W
W
W

187/30
233/18
195/35

W
W
W

300/38

NW

184/44
190/32
177/53
195/22
176/40
174/28
184/38
194/33
190/50
162/32

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

203/10

SW

163

NNW

390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439

184/21
90/3
165/5
171 30
222/14
206/16
176/24
185/27
96/8
134/13
228/9
144/10
188/22
210/25
215/15
185/22
214/14
218/22
218/17
175/10
198/30
238/24
223/22
215/15
217/19
207/23

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

200/14
200/37
194/37
207/38
200/51
200/42

W
W
W
W
W
W

214/32

W

204/28
203/38
207/29
209/29
210/31
203/30
186/33
207/32

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

200/37

W

178/23
220/41
225/34

W
W
W

203/20

SW

260/22
43/3
330/3

WSW
NE
NW

247/18

SW

213/5

SW

164

440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489

190/25
204/34
182/33
184/40
230/23
201/24

W
W
W
W
W
W

251/29
214/30
207/25

W
W
W

178/25
158/8
184/28

W
W
W
W

215/22
191/40
113/13
190/44
200/20
184/39

W
W
W
W
W
W

204/49
169/30

W
W

204/27
202/36
181/33
181/36
224/11
186/16
207/11
190/27
155/17
210/14
195/14
184/26
193/44
219/17
180/26
217/44
214/20

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

192/29
185/20
212/30

11/14

NNE

17/2
2/7
4/9
17/7
2/5
2/1

NNE
N
N
NNE
N
N

13/5
47/6

NNE
NE

204/14

SW

265/25

W

W
W

215/11

SW

W

197/10

SSW

165

490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540

185/19
187/49
202/46
183/56

W
W
W
W

208/34
208/37
175/30

W
W
W

184/17
185/23
207/34
177/61
207/24
194/4
190/27
201/23
165/21
229/16
259/22
230/32
227/10
170/17
198/33
189/19
190/40
190/45

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

190/33

W

221/49
127/25
176/15

W
W
W

264/24
353/22
217/27

W
W
W

212/43

W

193/45
197/35

W
W

204/24

SW

203/7

SW

239/19
272/21
230/25
194/9
234/11

SW
W
SW
SSW
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PLATE 1 - 2011 EDMAP Poster
Explanation
The poster to follow presents the full 1:24,000 scale bedrock geologic map of the
East Brookfield quadrangle with legend and supporting documentation, submitted to the
U.S. Geological Survey EDMAP component of the National Cooperative Geologic
Mapping Program. Support from EDMAP allowed this project to be completed. The map
and poster reproduce many of the figures presented and data discussed in the thesis. The
thesis document does not permit inclusion of a large-format geologic map, so the
EDMAP poster is included here for the interested reader.
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